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A. Methods 
 

 

A.1. Mesh parameters 

 

A.1.1. Mesh cell size 
In order to achieve accurate results in the finite element methods, the maximum mesh 

cell size (∆l) must be lower than one tenth of the wavelength (λ), corresponding to the 

maximum modelled frequency (Itasca Consulting Group Inc. 2008): 

∆𝑙 ≤
𝜆

10
 

The wavelength is a function of the wave velocity (V) and frequency (f): 

𝜆 =
𝑉

𝑓
 

Consequently, the higher the maximum modelled frequency and the lower the modelled wave 

velocity, the finer the mesh must be. In this research, we have used upper cut-off frequency 

(defined in Section 4.6.6) for calculating the maximum mesh cell size. The upper cut-off 

frequency represented a frequency at which the seismic input already contained no energy, 

but which the mesh was still able to model without inducing any artefacts. The value of the 

upper cut-off frequency was based on the results of the seismic monitoring and varied 

between the models of individual sites: Owhiro Bay Quarry 25 Hz, Mitchell Street 20 Hz, 

Breaker Bay 15 Hz.  

The use of finer mesh significantly increases the computation time. Making the mesh 

x times finer increases the computation requirement more than x
2
 times, as it leads to more 

nodes within the model, but also to a shorter time step. It is therefore desirable to create 

domains with finer mesh for the areas with low-velocity material, but keep the base of the 

model (commonly with the highest seismic velocity) as coarse as possible.  

 Apart from the requirements for the maximum mesh cell size with respect to the 

minimum wavelength, two additional requirements also affect the design of the mesh-cell-

size domains in FLAC 2D. 

The first one is that on the contact of two mesh-cell-size domains, one mesh cell size 

must be an integer multiple of the other, otherwise the domains cannot be attached together 

(for instance, the mesh cell domains with 5 m and 2.5 m mesh can be attached together, 5 m 

and 2 m cannot). 

 The last requirement is the continuity of the mesh along the bottom and lateral 

boundaries. The continuity of the mesh (that is, lack of any interfaces and mesh-domain 

contacts) along the lateral boundaries is required by the free field boundary condition, used 

along lateral boundaries in our models (Itasca Consulting Group Inc. 2008). The continuity of 

the mesh along the bottom boundary is not strictly speaking needed, but it is practical for 

technical reasons related to the functioning of FLAC 2D. Note that this requirement was valid 

in FLAC 2D versions 6 and 7, used in this thesis. Some of the underlying problems might 

have been fixed in version 8, released before the end of this research. 



Requiring continuous mesh along the sides and bottom of the models was the most 

practical solution. This was simply achievable in case of the Owhiro Bay Quarry and 

Mitchell Street models. In case of Breaker Bay Cliff, a low-velocity structure extended to the 

free field boundary. For the reasons described above, the presence of a low-velocity zone 

forced use of finer mesh. The continuity of the boundaries then meant that a domain of fine 

uninterrupted mesh had to be used along both lateral boundaries and the bottom boundary. 

Therefore, a thin (few zones wide) rim of fine mesh was created along the whole model 

boundary and in the area of the low-velocity structure this domain was extended towards the 

centre of the model. In order to make the computation more efficient, this ‘rim’ was then 

filled with coarse mesh for the model base and finer domains where low-velocity layers were 

modelled. This ‘rim’ can be seen in Figure 6.29 in Section 6.3.1.4. 

 

 

A.1.2. Model boundary dimensions 

 As mentioned in Section 2.5.2, the free-field and quiet boundary conditions, 

implemented in FLAC 2D can prevent wave reflections from the boundaries to a large extent, 

but not completely. There is a general consensus that additional lateral and vertical 

boundaries are needed around and under the investigated topographic feature in order to 

obtain accurate results. Bourdeau & Havenith (2008) used the lateral boundaries of 70% of 

the topography width and the vertical boundary of 30% of the topography height. Lenti & 

Martino (2013) and Lenti & Martino (2012) recommended the lateral boundaries of at least 

50% of the topography width and the vertical boundary of at least the topography height. 

In the first series of numerical models, the models of the Owhiro Bay Quarry, we 

have used the lateral boundaries with width three times the topography width and with height 

of twice the topography height. As the models focussed on the field data – model 

comparison, these values were found to be reasonable to ensure high accuracy of the 

numerical models. Doubling the recommended height was in particularly desirable. The 

purpose of our models was to simulate both horizontal and vertical components of an 

earthquake. The vertical movement of the topography does, however, cause changes of the 

vertical stress under the topography. Consequently, a thicker vertical boundary allowed for 

distribution of such induced stress into a wider area, thus lowering potential numerical 

artefacts. The use of wide lateral boundaries was desirable mainly because of relatively low 

damping in our models, insufficient for damping out the possible reflections from lateral 

boundaries.  

However, the models of Owhiro Bay Quarry, run using this setting, revealed that the 

combination of wide boundaries and the fine mesh lead to impractically long computation 

times. Thus, a parametric testing of the lateral boundary width was carried out for the next 

site, the Breaker Bay Cliff. The results of these tests can be found in Appendix C.2. These 

tests have shown that lateral boundaries equal to the topography width provided reasonably 

accurate results, while making the computation times feasible. Such lateral boundaries were 

then used for the all the following models.  

 

 



A.2. Seismic input upscaling test 

 One particular issue arose during our dynamic modelling. After the start of the 

dynamic phase (the phases are defined in Section 4.6.8.), the model exhibited certain 

movement in its central part. This movement manifested as a jolt of acceleration within the 

model. This acceleration had the magnitude of several cm/s
2
. Although this amplitude of 

acceleration would be insignificant in terms of the slope stability, it distorted the model 

results when using real earthquake records as the input motion, as the earthquake records 

used had the PGA of approximately the same order as the discussed artificial acceleration. 

Itasca company was consulted on this problem via email (Y Hebert, A Benda, 2015, 

pers.comm, 8.–10. October), but its cause or the way to mitigate it were not discovered. 

Consequently, we have decided to use upscaling of the seismic input in order to lower the 

impact of this initial acceleration pulse. This upscaling involved two processes: 

 When the acceleration history of the input was transformed into the velocity history in 

order to be converted to stress history, it was multiplied by an upscale factor. 

 When the acceleration histories were extracted from the history points within the 

model, they were divided by the same upscale factor prior to any further analysis. 

 Based on the theory, this approach should be legitimate for the linear elastic models, 

while at the same time lowering the impact of the artificial starting pulse of acceleration. For 

linear elastic models, the relationship between the stress and the deformation is not dependent 

on the level of strain as long as the condition for a small strain is preserved. The performance 

of the input signal within the model shall therefore be strain-independent. The upscaling 

changed the factual signal to noise ratio between the calculated effects and the artificial 

‘noise’. In order to experimentally validate this approach, the test described in Sections A.2.1 

and A.2.2 was undertaken. 

 

 

A.2.1. Model setup  

The setup of the models was the same as the one used later for the models of the 

Owhiro Bay Quarry in terms of mesh construction, history point locations, damping, model 

stages and the boundary conditions (Section 5.3). 

As the input signal we have used an artificial monochromatic wavelet (Section 

A.2.1.2). The wavelet was constructed with the frequency of 10 Hz, maximum amplitude of 

approximately 9 m/s
2
 and the length of the signal of 2 seconds. In order to test the effect of 

upscaling, four versions of the input motion were created by upscaling the starting wavelet by 

factors of 0.01, 0.1, 1 and 10, thus creating the input motions with PGA of 9 cm/s
2
, 0.9 m/s

2
, 

9 m/s
2
, and 90 m/s

2
. The models were run for 3 seconds of the dynamic time.  

 

 

A.2.1.2. Alternative monochromatic wavelet 
 In the seismic upscaling test, the use of a monochromatic wavelet was found to be 

preferential over the use of the real earthquake signal. In this test, we have aimed to reach a 

steady state in the models, using a large number of cycles of constant amplitude. For this 



reason we have decided against the use of the pulse-shaped Ricker Wavelet (e.g. Pedersen et 

al. (1994)). This section describes our method of creating such a wavelet. 

 In order to control the amount of deformation the model is exposed to during the 

seismic load, we have defined the wavelet in terms of a displacement time history. The 

displacement history was then transformed into the velocity history deriving the displacement 

time history (Section 2.5.2.1.). 

 The displacement history was created by multiplying two functions: a harmonic 

function and a tapering function. The movement at any given time could be described in 

general as: 

𝑥(𝑡) = 𝐴 ∗ ℎ(𝑡) ∗ 𝑇(𝑡) 

where x(t) is the displacement at the time t, A is the maximum amplitude of the displacement, 

h(t) is the harmonic function and T(t) is the tapering function. 

The harmonic function represented the harmonic oscillation itself and was formulated 

as a simple sinus function: 

ℎ(𝑡) = sin(𝜔𝑡) 

where ω is angular frequency and φ is starting phase of the movement. The angular frequency 

can be defined in terms of the linear frequency f, used in our research: 

     𝜔 =  2π ∗ f  

Out h(t) function was therefore defined as: 

ℎ(𝑡) = sin(2π ∗ f ∗ 𝑡) 

The purpose of the tapering function was to provide a smooth convergence of the 

displacement towards zero at the beginning and the end of the signal. The hyperbolic tangent 

function (tanh) was chosen as the base for the tapering function due to its favourable 

properties: the function is smooth and it asymptotically approaches values 1 and -1 for x 

approximately > 2 and < -2 respectively (Figure A.1) 

 
Figure A.1: Graph of the hyperbolic tangent function (http://mathworld.wolfram.com/HyperbolicTangent.html) 

 The tapering function T used two hyperbolic tangents in order to provide the 

asymptotic convergence towards zero at the beginning and the end of the signal (Figure A.2): 

𝑇(𝑡) = 0.5 ∗ (tanh((𝑡 − 𝑎) ∗ 𝑏) + 1) − 0.5 ∗ (tanh((𝑡 − 𝐷 + 𝑎) ∗ 𝑏) + 1) 

where T(t) is the value of the tapering function in the time t, D is duration of the signal and a 

and b are parameters controlling shape of the convergence. The parameter a controls the 

relative position of the convergence zone with respect to the times 0 and D, while the 



parameter b controls the rate of convergence. Our tests have shown that the tapering function 

gave the most optimal results when 𝑎 =
5

3𝑓
 and 𝑏 = 3 ∗ 𝑓, where f is the frequency of the 

harmonic oscillation. 

 

 
Figure A.2: Illustration of the shape of our tapering function, created as the sum of two hyperbolic tangents. The 

function was constructed using the following values for the parameters: D = 10, a = 2, b = 3. 

In conclusion, the full equation describing the monochromatic displacement time 

function, using the optimal values of the shape parameters, is defined as:  

𝑥(𝑡) = 𝐴 ∗ sin(2π ∗ f ∗ 𝑡) ∗ [0.5 ∗ ((tanh ((𝑡 −
5

3𝑓
) ∗ 3𝑓) + 1)

− (tanh ((𝑡 − 𝐷 +
5

3𝑓
) ∗ 3𝑓) + 1))] 

where A is the maximum amplitude of displacement, D is the signal duration and f is the 

frequency of the monochromatic wave. 

 Figure A.3 shows the displacement time history, calculated using this function, and 

the velocity and acceleration histories, calculated as the first and second derivation of this 

function. Figure A.4 gives the Fourier Amplitude Spectra of two testing signals, constructed 

using the described method. 

  



 

 
Figure A.3: Illustration of a displacement time history, constructed using the aforementioned formula (blue), and the 

calculated velocity (green) and acceleration (red). The horizontal axis represents time, while the vertical axis 

represents the displacement (in m), velocity (in m/s) and acceleration (m/s
2
) respectively. The displacement function 

was constructed using the following values for the defining parameters: A = 1, D = 10, f = 0.5. 

 
Figure A.4: Normalized Fourier Amplitude spectra of the displacement time histories, generated using the 

aforementioned function with the frequency parameter f equal to 1 (red line) and 2 (blue line) respectively. 

 



A.2.2. Results and discussion 

The acceleration histories were extracted from several history points: point 131 at the 

top of the modelled ridge, point 141 on the ridge flank and point 152 at the ridge toe. The 

acceleration histories were divided by the corresponding upscale factor, padded with zeroes 

to a total length of 100 seconds and transformed into the spectral domain using the Fourier 

transformation. All the spectra were then smoothed using Konno-Ohmachi smoothing 

(Konno & Ohmachi 1998) with a bandwidth of 100 and plotted together with the spectrum of 

the starting wavelet (called ‘Input spectrum’ in Figure A.5). Figure A.5 shows the results of 

this analysis.  

The results confirmed the validity of the signal upscaling. The models with the lower 

PGA show certain distortion in the lower part of the spectrum. For the signals with the 

upscaling of 1 and 10, spectra are already similar a sufficient extent for our purpose. 

 
Figure A.5: Acceleration spectra of the input motion (red) and the spectra from acceleration histories with various 

Upscale Factors (U.F.) at the 3 history points.  

  



A.3. Generation of a gradient along an arbitrary boundary in FLAC 2D – a 

two line method 

This section describes a method of generating a gradient in a material parameter along 

an arbitrary boundary. This method was implemented into FLAC 2D during this research, but 

can in principle be applied to any code-controlled modelling program. FLAC 2D allows for 

generation of a gradient of parameter through an inbuilt function. However, this function 

creates a gradient with respect to the i and j coordinates of the mesh. Although this 

implementation is easy to use, it is rather inflexible for complex meshes with boundaries at 

angles oblique to the principal mesh directions. Therefore we have developed a simple 

alternative method, allowing for the generation of a gradient along an arbitrary boundary 

specified by multiple lines. 

To illustrate this approach, let’s assume a situation similar to Figure A.6. In this 

example, it is desirable to generate a gradient in a bulk density (ρ) in a zone defined by a 

segmented line and the vertical thickness of the layer (Z). 

 
 
Figure A.6: Geometry of the example situation. The model of a ridge includes two layers with different densities (ρ1 

and ρ2), with boundary marked by the full blue line. It is desirable to model the change of the parameter as gradual 

within a layer of thickness Z (the layer is shown in pale blue, with the upper boundary shown as the dotted line). 

The method is based on the assumption that the gradient layer has a constant vertical 

thickness. This simplification is one of the limitations of the method used, but it allows for 

significant simplification of the underlying mathematics. The formulation of this method 

allows easy a switch to a constant horizontal thickness, which would be more suitable for 

steeply dipping boundaries.  

Using this assumption, the boundary can be split into multiple rhomboids with 

vertical sides, the bottom edge comprising one segment of the boundary and the upper line 

formed by a line parallel to the segment, but shifted by the value of Z. For each rhomboid 

along the line, two questions have to be answered for each cell of the model mesh: Is the cell 

lying within a rhomboid? If so, what value of parameter (in this example ρ) shall be assigned 

to the zone? The approach to obtaining these answers is shown in Figure A.7. 



 
Figure A.7: Detail of the geometry of our gradient solution. 

Let’s assume we are investigating whether the point M lies within the rhomboid of the 

height Z with the base s1, defined by the points P1 (with coordinates x1, y1) and P2 (with 

coordinates x2, y2). The general equation of a line in 2D is: 

𝐴 ∗ 𝑥 + 𝐵 ∗ 𝑦 + 𝐶 = 0 

A and B are the first and second value of the normal vector of the line. For the line s1 

they can be calculated from the coordinates of P1 and P2. The parameter C can then be 

calculated by substituting the coordinates of one of the points into the equation. As the line s2 

is parallel to the line s1 (due to constant Z at both ends), the values of A and B are the same as 

for the line s1. The value of C (call it C2 for the s2) can then be calculated by substituting the 

coordinates of the point P3 into the equation. Although this point is unknown at the 

beginning of the calculation, by definition its coordinates are x1 and (y1 + Z), as it is above 

the point P1 and shifted vertically by Z. Once the equations of both lines are known, the 

distance D of the 2 lines can be calculated. For this, the following formula for the distance 

between a point and a line can be used:  

𝐷 =  
|𝐴 ∗ 𝑚 + 𝐵 ∗ 𝑛 + 𝐶|

√𝐴2 +  𝐵2
 

 Where A, B and C are the parameters of the equation of the line s1 and m and n are 

coordinates of a point on the second line, for instance the point P3. Using the same equation, 

the distance between the investigated point M and s1 (call it ‘d1’) and s2 (call it ‘d2’) can be 

calculated. If the point M lies between the lines s1 and s2, then 𝑑1 < 𝐷 and 𝑑2 < 𝐷. This is 

apparent in Figure A.7. However, this test answers only the question whether the point M lies 

between the two (in theory infinite) lines s1 and s2. If the point M lies within the rhomboid 

defined by P1, P2 and P3, it must also lie between its vertical boundaries. Here the 

assumption of the constant vertical thickness allows simplifying the test. As these boundaries 

are ‘above’ the points P1 and P2 and thus have the same X coordinate, the second condition 

can be described as: 𝑋 ≥ 𝑥1 and 𝑋 ≤ 𝑥2. If any of these four conditions is not fulfilled, the 

point M lies outside of our rhomboid and we can ignore it.  

If all of these conditions are fulfilled, the point M lies within the rhomboid and the 

appropriate value of the parameter ρ can be assigned to it. In the following text the parameter 



𝜌 is used as an example, but any parameter can be subject of the linear change. If the gradient 

is linear in the vertical direction, it is also linear in the direction perpendicular to lines s1 and 

s2. Assuming the parameter has the value of ρ1 within the bottom layer and ρ2 within the 

upper layer, the value of the parameter for every point within the zone can be calculated as a 

weighted average of ρ1 and ρ2: 

𝜌 =
𝜌1 ∗ 𝑑2 +  𝜌2 ∗ 𝑑1

𝐷
 

Once the function for calculating the value of our parameter for every theoretical point within 

the rhomboid is created, the concept is complete. The method can then be implemented into 

whatever computer language desired, in this case into FISH.  

For our implementation into FLAC, a relatively simple and robust method was used. 

The script iterated over all the consecutive pairs of P1 and P2, defining the bottom boundary 

of the gradient, and for each segment applied the above mentioned test to every mesh cell of 

the model. When the test was successful, the script assigned the appropriate mechanical 

properties to the cell. Although this implementation was computationally inefficient, as it 

required multiple iterations over the whole mesh, it was also robust and required very little 

modification if the mesh, the bottom boundary or the thickness Z changed. 

The text of this section was inspired by Petáková (1998). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

B. Owhiro Bay Quarry 
 

 

B.1. Scan Line documentation 

Two scan lines were carried out during our field mapping in the Owhiro Bay Quarry. 

The first scan line (SL1) was carried out at the lowermost quarry bench, near the location of 

the bottom station OWQB. The second scan line (SL2) was undertaken in the foot wall of a 

large fault near the location of OWQX station. Photos of the scan lines and the polar plots of 

the documented joints are given in Figure B.1. 

SL1 has shown multiple poorly defined joint sets, mostly with a steep dip angle. 

However, some of these seeming joint sets were parts of localised joint clusters, intersecting 

the rock mass, rather than systematic joint sets. The joints were predominantly smooth. A 

large number of randomly oriented joints was also documented. These were mostly related to 

a small shear zone, intersecting the scan line.  

The rock mass at SL2 was heavily altered by the large fault. A large portion of the 

rock mass was at least partially pulverised, with no clearly defined joints. Where the joints 

were documentable, their dip was somewhat unsystematic. Where multiple parallel joints 

were present, they mostly formed localised joint clusters (‘unsystematic joints’, as described 

by Irvine (2013)).  

The two scan lines revealed several important aspects of the encountered rock mass. 

First, identification of the joint sets by scan lines is problematic as the measured joints on the 

site were dominated by joint clusters with semi-random orientations rather than by the joint 

sets. Complete distinguishing between the joint sets and localised joint clusters would require 

large numbers of scan lines and their statistical comparison. However, the scan lines have 

also shown that identification of the joint sets might not be essential for this research. The 

very low block size compared to the dimensions of the outcrop, together with a high number 

of rather chaotically oriented joint clusters, suggest that the representation of this extremely 

heterogeneous rock mass as a homogenous continuum, adopted in this research, is justifiable.  



 

 

 
Figure B.1: Profiles of the scan lines undertaken in the Owhiro Bay Quarry (left). The upper left photo shows the line 

of the SL1; the upper right plot shows the poles of measured joints. The bottom left photo shows the measured line of 

SL2; thebottom right photo shows its results. The polar plots were made using the program OpenStereo. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

B.2. List of the recorded and analysed seismic events 

 Following list contains the information on the seismic events, recorded on the Owhiro 

Bay Quarry site and used for our analysis. 

GeoNet ID Magnitude Date (UTC) Time (UTC) Latitude Longitude Depth [km] 

2014p850568 2.3 11.11.2014 17:03:00 -41.679 174.0987 15.7 

2014p851445 2.26 12.11.2014 00:50:14 -41.454 174.2186 15.7 

2014p852697 2.22 12.11.2014 11:57:24 -41.4348 174.5861 20.6 

2014p852731 2.2 12.11.2014 12:15:11 -41.1535 174.0992 47.1 

2014p853052 2.34 12.11.2014 15:06:29 -41.6431 174.2692 16.8 

2014p855974 2.25 13.11.2014 17:02:58 -41.2639 174.5337 70.7 

2014p856648 2.27 13.11.2014 23:02:04 -41.2722 175.3919 47.2 

2014p860582 3.63 15.11.2014 09:58:33 -39.0295 173.9181 5.2 

2014p860853 3.01 15.11.2014 12:22:37 -40.4268 175.5447 41.9 

2014p862359 3.02 16.11.2014 01:45:06 -41.2404 175.1843 27.4 

2014p862739 3.93 16.11.2014 05:07:49 -40.0576 177.0032 44.6 

2014p863418 3.05 16.11.2014 11:09:15 -41.3219 173.4734 105.4 

2014p864181 3.29 16.11.2014 17:55:47 -40.0241 173.6752 239.6 

2014p865363 3.48 17.11.2014 04:25:44 -41.7425 173.8526 18.7 

2014p867486 3.8 17.11.2014 23:16:47 -41.0094 172.4211 5.1 

2014p869729 2.47 18.11.2014 19:11:59 -41.3043 174.7997 51.3 

2014p871022 4.67 19.11.2014 06:40:50 -37.6159 179.9741 29.1 

2014p871225 2.65 19.11.2014 08:28:47 -41.6462 174.1808 14.1 

2014p872300 2.05 19.11.2014 18:01:32 -41.6252 174.17 17.1 

2014p873395 2.92 20.11.2014 03:44:57 -41.2374 174.6732 27.7 

2014p873884 3.49 20.11.2014 08:05:55 -39.1299 174.721 200.7 

2014p875520 3.46 20.11.2014 22:37:16 -39.5519 174.3367 207.7 

2014p887832 4.06 25.11.2014 11:57:14 -40.7349 173.9514 106 

2014p889058 3.06 25.11.2014 22:50:20 -40.1947 173.3802 186.9 

2014p891954 4.43 27.11.2014 00:32:59 -35.6692 178.6505 33 

2014p891955 3.41 27.11.2014 00:34:10 -41.6869 174.1685 16.1 

2014p893844 3.04 27.11.2014 17:20:32 -39.1172 175.3092 14.2 

2014p894606 2.27 28.11.2014 00:06:31 -41.4466 174.0536 40.3 

2014p895111 2.88 28.11.2014 04:35:35 -41.7336 174.1538 21.6 

2014p895116 2.83 28.11.2014 04:37:59 -41.7485 174.1515 22.1 

2014p896257 2.59 28.11.2014 14:45:55 -40.8647 175.2708 29.3 

2014p896791 2.13 28.11.2014 19:30:33 -41.6029 174.3183 7 

2014p896912 2.96 28.11.2014 20:34:58 -41.0133 175.4193 27.6 

2014p897015 2.23 28.11.2014 21:29:53 -41.7437 174.0062 11 

2014p901017 5.1 30.11.2014 09:01:55 -37.0516 178.4234 34 

2014p901686 2.4 30.11.2014 14:58:31 -41.6059 174.2716 13.6 

2014p901829 2.27 30.11.2014 16:14:36 -41.0206 174.1741 52.2 

2014p904302 4.43 01.12.2014 14:12:27 -37.8006 179.8806 33 

2014p905513 3.19 02.12.2014 00:57:46 -38.7992 177.6948 55.3 



 

 

2014p907483 2.9 02.12.2014 18:27:27 -40.9022 175.0263 9.2 

2014p907512 2.22 02.12.2014 18:42:48 -41.1412 174.1056 52.2 

2014p908820 2.11 03.12.2014 06:19:47 -41.2116 175.0418 15.8 

2014p910286 2.37 03.12.2014 19:20:31 -41.3815 174.5975 29.3 

2014p912019 4.71 04.12.2014 10:43:45 -38.0025 177.7555 76.6 

2014p912164 2.04 04.12.2014 12:01:09 -41.3244 174.2793 41.1 

2014p912860 2.03 04.12.2014 18:12:16 -41.392 175.0081 29.4 

2014p915298 3.01 05.12.2014 15:52:09 -41.0445 175.3174 13.1 

2014p915909 4.57 05.12.2014 21:16:47 -40.6926 175.8775 27.4 

2014p920230 4.2 07.12.2014 11:38:42 -38.8326 175.9209 96.3 

2014p920736 3.33 07.12.2014 16:08:16 -40.4551 174.3437 27.4 

2014p925729 2.46 09.12.2014 12:28:49 -41.2935 174.5464 37.5 

2014p926589 2.05 09.12.2014 20:06:55 -41.5119 174.4303 15 

2014p927218 2.13 10.12.2014 01:42:06 -41.5381 174.4419 18.9 

2014p928777 3.38 10.12.2014 15:32:27 -42.1761 171.9249 5 

2014p929666 3.21 10.12.2014 23:25:58 -38.0121 175.9233 299.8 

2014p933336 4.14 12.12.2014 08:01:38 -37.8342 179.915 33 

2014p933337 5.64 12.12.2014 08:02:09 -46.9734 165.91 12 

2014p933966 4.46 12.12.2014 13:37:04 -43.6349 172.368 9.4 

2014p935123 2.94 12.12.2014 23:53:53 -41.2204 174.6427 40 

2014p936402 3.86 13.12.2014 11:15:18 -41.0491 174.4895 51.8 

2014p937758 3.75 13.12.2014 23:17:31 -40.6442 175.8982 26.1 

2014p941434 3.07 15.12.2014 07:56:28 -38.8458 175.9563 118.7 

2014p946679 2.55 17.12.2014 06:30:45 -41.6204 174.2556 5.3 

2014p947096 3.31 17.12.2014 10:13:15 -39.5583 176.8729 22.9 

2014p952799 4.92 19.12.2014 12:51:22 -38.252 177.9926 33.1 

2014p953067 3.53 19.12.2014 15:14:28 -40.4239 173.374 183.4 

2014p962941 2.08 23.12.2014 06:55:12 -41.6955 174.0715 15.5 

2014p963094 3 23.12.2014 08:16:53 -40.0867 176.5796 47.7 

2014p964847 3.44 23.12.2014 23:51:48 -38.2313 175.8971 204.2 

2014p965508 2.93 24.12.2014 05:42:42 -41.0293 174.4816 49.3 

2014p965622 4.11 24.12.2014 06:43:44 -43.5575 172.7204 5.8 

2014p967600 2.69 25.12.2014 00:17:23 -41.5282 174.4379 13.4 

2014p967839 4.96 25.12.2014 02:24:41 -37.7242 179.8384 33 

2014p968028 3.58 25.12.2014 04:05:22 -39.2761 177.4572 32.1 

2014p970522 3.37 26.12.2014 02:14:29 -40.5265 173.5094 163.2 

2014p972531 3.9 26.12.2014 20:05:09 -42.5125 176.1178 33 

2014p974049 3.49 27.12.2014 09:33:51 -40.4697 173.3425 176.3 

2014p974324 3.01 27.12.2014 12:00:06 -40.3727 174.4328 66.8 

2014p975959 3.21 28.12.2014 02:31:20 -40.9002 175.5072 25.6 

2014p977216 2.06 28.12.2014 13:40:49 -41.0378 174.8107 36.3 

2014p977793 2.03 28.12.2014 18:48:17 -41.55 174.1366 17.5 

2014p980086 2.91 29.12.2014 15:10:14 -40.8186 175.1945 74.6 



 

 

2014p980148 2.19 29.12.2014 15:42:57 -41.4159 175.0194 27.9 

2014p983168 2.44 30.12.2014 18:32:10 -41.5774 174.2959 15.8 

2014p984770 2.38 31.12.2014 08:45:53 -40.9239 174.5715 5.1 

2014p985282 2.44 31.12.2014 13:18:23 -41.7417 174.0382 10.9 

2014p985691 3.77 31.12.2014 16:57:13 -38.9818 177.2828 58.1 

2015p001332 2 01.01.2015 11:50:05 -41.6918 174.506 33.2 

2015p003184 2.93 02.01.2015 04:16:39 -41.2003 174.017 56.9 

2015p003746 2.12 02.01.2015 09:16:21 -41.5873 174.3854 12.4 

2015p006101 3.5 03.01.2015 06:10:49 -40.443 174.5682 92 

2015p006604 3.15 03.01.2015 10:39:03 -40.4181 174.7808 86.9 

2015p007230 2.06 03.01.2015 16:12:12 -41.6225 174.6441 36.5 

2015p008066 3.06 03.01.2015 23:37:42 -40.1961 173.5672 172.6 

2015p011262 3.5 05.01.2015 04:00:37 -41.7857 174.4074 39.3 

2015p012426 3.56 05.01.2015 14:20:42 -39.1937 176.254 63.5 

2015p013366 3.42 05.01.2015 22:41:34 -43.0246 171.2598 5 

2015p013444 4.67 05.01.2015 23:23:40 -43.0479 171.22 5 

2015p013973 4.83 06.01.2015 04:04:57 -43.0644 171.2898 5 

2015p014016 3.9 06.01.2015 04:28:12 -43.0281 171.2173 5 

2015p017463 2.08 07.01.2015 11:04:42 -41.6103 174.3851 11.3 

2015p019918 3.75 08.01.2015 08:52:24 -41.8095 174.424 38.6 

2015p020319 2.05 08.01.2015 12:26:28 -41.5164 174.271 32.3 

2015p021474 2.12 08.01.2015 22:41:47 -41.061 174.6086 37.9 

2015p021519 3.58 08.01.2015 23:05:41 -40.5413 175.9521 24.5 

2015p024432 2.59 10.01.2015 00:57:34 -41.71 174.1519 19.6 

2015p025068 2.12 10.01.2015 06:36:17 -41.032 174.6448 51.8 

2015p028141 2.1 11.01.2015 09:53:52 -41.0103 174.223 45.7 

2015p030316 4.36 12.01.2015 05:12:43 -40.3783 176.0626 12.9 

2015p033746 5.75 13.01.2015 11:40:00 -45.6892 166.8691 82.6 

2015p034351 2.12 13.01.2015 17:02:43 -41.6019 174.2553 14.5 

2015p034368 4.1 13.01.2015 17:12:01 -40.8507 175.4945 23 

2015p034370 3.92 13.01.2015 17:11:38 -40.8432 175.4781 19.3 

2015p034378 3.08 13.01.2015 17:16:45 -40.8503 175.496 23.3 

2015p034531 2.17 13.01.2015 18:38:32 -41.6871 174.126 14.3 

2015p036297 2.46 14.01.2015 10:19:15 -41.1298 174.6853 32.8 

2015p037381 3.24 14.01.2015 19:56:53 -41.3115 172.5154 204 

2015p041667 4.02 16.01.2015 10:00:16 -41.0737 174.3329 62.3 

2015p042718 2.63 16.01.2015 19:20:33 -41.5874 174.3252 17.2 

2015p043146 2.56 16.01.2015 23:08:26 -41.6998 174.1233 37.9 

2015p047429 2.04 18.01.2015 13:10:20 -40.9982 174.4341 38.4 

2015p049897 2.42 19.01.2015 11:05:31 -41.7303 174.0276 10.7 

2015p051287 3.79 19.01.2015 23:26:18 -38.5578 176.0909 134.5 

2015p192452 4.32 13.03.2015 04:58:46 -40.4568 174.4586 34.2 

2015p193778 2.19 13.03.2015 16:45:08 -41.4928 175.1891 26.3 



 

 

2015p196412 2.22 14.03.2015 16:08:29 -41.233 174.4753 39.1 

2015p196450 3.17 14.03.2015 16:28:49 -41.787 174.8805 41 

2015p196877 2.03 14.03.2015 20:16:08 -41.0996 175.0745 28.7 

2015p197575 3.8 15.03.2015 02:28:24 -39.1112 175.3056 10.1 

2015p197945 2.37 15.03.2015 05:45:31 -41.4871 174.4647 22.7 

2015p198636 2.47 15.03.2015 11:53:18 -41.581 174.3061 16.5 

2015p198686 3.34 15.03.2015 12:20:04 -42.4402 172.7464 53.5 

2015p200194 2.06 16.03.2015 01:43:22 -41.5409 174.3675 17.3 

2015p200270 3.21 16.03.2015 02:24:12 -38.9857 174.9692 223.2 

2015p203591 2.49 17.03.2015 07:53:28 -41.5865 174.2282 21.4 

2015p208247 3.28 19.03.2015 01:14:33 -38.5505 176.0166 118.6 

2015p210236 3.1 19.03.2015 18:53:44 -39.9337 175.0488 73.2 

2015p210414 3.54 19.03.2015 20:28:51 -41.3318 172.3706 10.3 

2015p211192 2.44 20.03.2015 03:23:24 -41.5036 174.1759 43.6 

2015p211901 3.39 20.03.2015 09:41:22 -38.4476 176.6811 69.8 

2015p249399 2.26 03.04.2015 06:40:06 -41.6963 174.1069 9.2 

2015p250777 2.73 03.04.2015 18:54:27 -41.7108 174.1016 12.4 

2015p252398 2.27 04.04.2015 09:18:10 -41.6104 174.3172 5.8 

2015p253338 2.34 04.04.2015 17:38:32 -41.5279 174.4079 15.7 

2015p253905 3.8 04.04.2015 22:40:38 -41.7691 174.1044 21 

2015p254520 3.86 05.04.2015 04:08:27 -43.6105 172.7269 10.6 

2015p255754 2.52 05.04.2015 15:06:36 -41.2765 175.234 25.9 

2015p257446 2.44 06.04.2015 06:07:44 -41.0847 174.1416 52.9 

2015p259879 2.08 07.04.2015 03:44:04 -41.246 175.2611 27.2 

2015p260796 2.01 07.04.2015 11:52:11 -41.0037 175.4962 12.4 

2015p267492 3.18 09.04.2015 23:19:55 -40.3486 176.0858 27.6 

2015p270741 3.02 11.04.2015 04:10:57 -40.8988 172.8707 204.2 

2015p270976 2.59 11.04.2015 06:16:21 -41.6116 174.3248 5.1 

2015p271070 3.34 11.04.2015 07:06:35 -41.5827 174.6806 40.3 

2015p271269 2.56 11.04.2015 08:52:17 -41.6107 174.3211 5.1 

2015p275291 2.45 12.04.2015 20:35:21 -41.5143 174.4176 15 

2015p275634 2.23 12.04.2015 23:37:53 -41.6656 174.2813 20.7 

2015p281677 3.19 15.04.2015 05:17:55 -42.1246 173.8307 11 

2015p282774 2.1 15.04.2015 15:02:07 -41.3533 174.9826 27.2 

2015p284099 2.63 16.04.2015 02:48:25 -41.1135 174.1006 50.1 

2015p285987 2.51 16.04.2015 19:33:55 -41.5215 174.6692 62.5 

2015p289538 2.81 18.04.2015 03:06:14 -41.0242 174.2408 56.4 

2015p289714 2.52 18.04.2015 04:39:57 -41.0234 174.2287 52.6 

2015p293153 3.49 19.04.2015 11:12:25 -40.2948 174.4999 5.1 

2015p299228 2.23 21.04.2015 17:09:04 -41.3125 174.6987 23.6 

2015p300928 2.87 22.04.2015 08:14:31 -41.3031 174.872 50.4 

2015p302546 4.22 22.04.2015 22:36:42 -41.6298 174.2696 17.5 

2015p302557 5.15 22.04.2015 22:42:42 -41.6658 174.2651 22.6 



 

 

2015p302571 2.24 22.04.2015 22:49:55 -41.6342 174.2767 15.4 

2015p302592 3.03 22.04.2015 23:01:31 -41.636 174.2741 18.3 

2015p302615 2.16 22.04.2015 23:13:20 -41.6937 174.342 12.1 

2015p302639 2.32 22.04.2015 23:26:33 -41.6563 174.2642 18.9 

2015p302732 3.03 23.04.2015 00:16:22 -41.6348 174.2689 17.1 

2015p302840 2.49 23.04.2015 01:13:30 -41.6428 174.2785 17.8 

2015p303168 2.02 23.04.2015 04:08:20 -41.6466 174.2749 17.5 

2015p303492 3.53 23.04.2015 07:00:50 -41.6191 174.2743 23.9 

2015p303604 2.04 23.04.2015 08:00:42 -41.6304 174.2773 13.7 

2015p303620 2.91 23.04.2015 08:09:11 -41.6571 174.2764 21.2 

2015p303750 2.32 23.04.2015 09:18:03 -41.5208 174.4128 14.8 

2015p303781 2.19 23.04.2015 09:34:33 -41.6481 174.2685 18.5 

2015p305682 2.78 24.04.2015 02:27:32 -41.3621 174.0448 48.5 

2015p305812 6.23 24.04.2015 03:36:42 -42.0902 173.068 51.5 

2015p305829 3.72 24.04.2015 03:46:20 -42.126 173.0934 32.1 

2015p305843 3.78 24.04.2015 03:53:35 -42.1438 173.1228 36 

2015p305911 3.31 24.04.2015 04:29:29 -42.1462 173.0973 32.5 

2015p305925 3.07 24.04.2015 04:37:16 -42.1579 173.1713 46.3 

2015p306083 2.34 24.04.2015 06:01:22 -41.6384 174.2792 15.9 

2015p306725 3.04 24.04.2015 11:43:18 -40.0901 176.436 35.1 

2015p307048 4.1 24.04.2015 14:35:25 -42.154 173.0453 47.3 

2015p307266 3.78 24.04.2015 16:31:46 -42.106 173.0934 52.7 

2015p308035 3.36 24.04.2015 23:21:20 -39.7053 175.684 5.5 

2015p308376 2.27 25.04.2015 02:23:12 -40.9597 174.6245 35.4 

2015p308809 3.34 25.04.2015 06:13:41 -42.1371 173.2 34.3 

2015p308915 3.18 25.04.2015 07:10:06 -42.1415 173.1745 39.4 

2015p310514 3.06 25.04.2015 21:22:12 -39.9682 176.6695 48.5 

2015p313248 3.29 26.04.2015 21:38:59 -40.4507 174.0866 81.1 

2015p314308 3.15 27.04.2015 07:03:26 -40.4812 173.4087 160 

2015p314377 2.31 27.04.2015 07:40:20 -41.6268 174.1736 29.8 

2015p315267 2.19 27.04.2015 15:34:25 -41.1927 175.2773 26.9 

2015p316661 3.66 28.04.2015 03:57:27 -42.0735 173.0677 54.1 

2015p317166 4.09 28.04.2015 08:26:16 -39.0205 174.0319 9.2 

2015p320697 2.33 29.04.2015 15:47:33 -41.7421 174.4864 36.8 

2015p322883 2.06 30.04.2015 11:12:12 -41.1081 174.8683 31.7 

2015p323743 2.8 30.04.2015 18:50:39 -41.1529 174.7204 37.4 

2015p325786 2.46 01.05.2015 12:58:58 -41.2653 174.5795 35.4 

2015p326636 2.46 01.05.2015 20:32:16 -40.8792 175.0858 32.8 

2015p329009 2.87 02.05.2015 17:36:26 -41.7049 174.0323 12.9 

2015p329792 3.62 03.05.2015 00:33:30 -42.1175 173.1163 61.1 

2015p329882 3.11 03.05.2015 01:21:22 -41.471 174.5078 21.2 

2015p329887 2.49 03.05.2015 01:24:12 -41.4819 174.5078 22.6 

2015p330012 4.26 03.05.2015 02:30:42 -37.8704 176.3814 171.6 



 

 

2015p330440 2.05 03.05.2015 06:18:48 -41.1762 174.3164 74.1 

2015p336438 4.13 05.05.2015 11:34:19 -41.3468 173.7744 47.2 

2015p336464 3.52 05.05.2015 11:48:23 -40.276 176.3605 12.3 

2015p348226 3.77 09.05.2015 20:14:53 -39.1054 175.2928 12.1 

2015p348315 2.42 09.05.2015 21:02:44 -41.0003 174.4766 62.3 

2015p350270 3.36 10.05.2015 14:24:19 -39.7098 176.9497 51.3 

2015p351838 3.92 11.05.2015 04:19:42 -41.3284 172.8043 144 

2015p355798 2.29 12.05.2015 15:29:28 -41.0025 174.7193 33.9 

2015p359555 2.08 14.05.2015 00:51:20 -41.4308 174.3959 35.1 

2015p360481 3.59 14.05.2015 09:04:29 -38.3226 176.1963 124.2 

2015p360600 2.1 14.05.2015 10:08:00 -41.4099 174.5635 30.9 

2015p361434 3.1 14.05.2015 17:32:14 -38.2455 175.6017 292.3 

2015p362197 2.73 15.05.2015 00:18:36 -41.6561 174.1199 16 

2015p362790 4.63 15.05.2015 05:34:35 -41.6871 174.0978 16.3 

2015p364707 3.2 15.05.2015 22:36:21 -41.3735 173.1163 106.7 

2015p398565 3.35 28.05.2015 11:16:01 -38.4169 175.969 114.2 

2015p400432 2.25 29.05.2015 03:50:27 -41.5294 174.4848 14 

2015p400473 2.25 29.05.2015 04:12:07 -41.6191 174.2172 16.1 

2015p400876 2.08 29.05.2015 07:47:01 -41.0364 174.2145 47 

2015p402005 2.74 29.05.2015 17:48:37 -40.7785 174.6576 70.2 

2015p402015 3.31 29.05.2015 17:53:40 -40.9728 175.5918 26.7 

2015p407873 3.21 31.05.2015 21:55:09 -39.0677 174.8618 193.5 

2015p408243 2.59 01.06.2015 01:11:55 -41.2011 174.0445 54.3 

2015p408349 3.37 01.06.2015 02:08:46 -40.8484 176.1969 82.6 

2015p409998 2.18 01.06.2015 16:47:13 -41.5471 174.3774 15.2 

2015p411837 3.13 02.06.2015 09:07:11 -38.2516 175.8535 178.4 

2015p414722 3.02 03.06.2015 10:44:08 -38.3356 175.9258 203.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

B.3. Analysis of the backazimuth effects on the mean PGA amplification 

ratios 
 This section explores the effects of the epicentral distance on the source backazimuth 

effects on the values of mean PGA amplification ratio.  The effects of the backazimuth were 

plotted independently for the events with the epicetral distance < 70km (Figure B.2), >70 km 

(Figure B.3) and >200 km (Figure B.4). 

 
Figure B.2: The mean PGA amplification ratio (radial axis) as a function of the source backazimuth for the events 

with epicetral distance < 70 km. The plot contains data from 108 events. The scatter plots show the amplification as a 

function of azimuth for each event, while the bar plots show mean amplification factors for all events within each 20 

degree azimuth band. Note the different scales of radial axis for the OWQT station (columns 1 and 2) and OWQX 

station (columns 3 and 4) stations. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Figure B.3: The mean PGA amplification ratio (radial axis) as a function of the source backazimuth for the events 

with epicetral distance > 70 km. The plot contains data from 93 events. The scatter plots show the amplification as a 

function of azimuth for each event, while the bar plots show mean amplification factors for all events within each 20 

degree azimuth band. Note the different scales of radial axis for the OWQT station (columns 1 and 2) and OWQX 

station (columns 3 and 4) stations. 

 

 



 

 

 
Figure B.4: The mean PGA amplification ratio (radial axis) as a function of the source backazimuth for the events 

with epicetral distance > 200 km. The plot contains data from 42 events. The scatter plots show the amplification as a 

function of azimuth for each event, while the bar plots show mean amplification factors for all events within each 20 

degree azimuth band. Note the different scales of radial axis for the OWQT station (columns 1 and 2) and OWQX 

station (columns 3 and 4) stations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

B.4. Analysis of the SSR and HVSR distribution 

 In order to describe the distribution of the HVSR and the SSR it has to be decided 

whether it is appropriate to use the arithmetic mean and related standard deviation, or 

geometric mean and standard deviation. The first set of parameters is appropriate when the 

data follow normal distribution, the later when the data follow log-normal distribution 

(Kirkwood 1979). However, there is not a consensus on this matter in the literature. Mean 

and standard deviation, implying the normal distribution of the investigated data, have been 

used for characterising the seismic amplification by several authors (e.g. Chávez-García, 

Sánchez, & Hatzfeld (1996) and Hailemikael, Lenti, Martino, Paciello, & Mugnozza (2014)). 

On the other hand, the log-normal distribution of the Standard Spectral Ratios was observed 

by Ktenidou, Chávez-García, & Pitilakis (2011) and the related geometric mean and 

geometric standard deviation were used for instance by Di Giulio (2005).  

In order to investigate which of these two sets of parameters to use for representation 

of our data, the SSR and HVSR were first calculated in accordance with our methodology, 

described in Chapter 4. Histograms of the distribution of the values of HVSR and SSR were 

plotted for multiple sampling frequencies, together with a curve of normal and log-normal 

distribution, calculated for the dataset. The histograms were calculated using 48 bins between 

the maximum and minimum value for each dataset, with their widths equal on the logarithmic 

scale.  Figures B.5–B.9 give the results of the analysis. 

The results suggest that the observation of Ktenidou, Chávez-García, et al. (2011) is 

valid for our dataset and the distribution of the both SSR and HVSR approximately follows 

the log-normal distribution at most of the frequencies. Consequently, geometric mean and 

geometric standard deviation were used for characterisation of our data. An interesting detail 

is that the distributions seem to follow a bimodal distribution to some extent, but deeper 

investigation of this phenomenon is beyond the scope of this research. 

 



 

 

 
Figure B.5: Histograms of the SSR from the top station OWQT in the Owhiro Bay Quarry, calculated for various 

frequencies. The area of each histogram column corresponds to the frequency of the particular SSR value in each 

bin. The corresponding log-normal distribution, calculated from the geometric mean and the standard deviation of 

the logarithms of the SSR are plotted as solid red line (with the red dashed line corresponding to geometrical mean). 

The corresponding normal distribution is plotted as solid blue line. The value after ‘S’ in each header shows the total 

number of considered samples. 



 

 

 
Figure B.6: Histograms of the SSR from the midslope station OWQX in the Owhiro Bay Quarry, calculated for 

various frequencies. The area of each histogram column corresponds to the frequency of the particular SSR value in 

each bin. The corresponding log-normal distribution, calculated from the geometric mean and the standard deviation 

of the logarithms of the SSR are plotted as solid red line (with the red dashed line corresponding to geometrical 

mean). The corresponding normal distribution is plotted as solid blue line. The value after ‘S’ in each header shows 

the total number of considered samples. 



 

 

 
Figure B.7: Histograms of the HVSR from the top station OWQT in the Owhiro Bay Quarry, calculated for various 

frequencies. The area of each histogram column corresponds to the frequency of the particular SSR value in each 

bin. The corresponding log-normal distribution, calculated from the geometric mean and the standard deviation of 

the logarithms of the SSR are plotted as solid red line (with the red dashed line corresponding to geometrical mean). 

The corresponding normal distribution is plotted as solid blue line. The value after ‘S’ in each header shows the total 

number of considered samples. 



 

 

 
Figure B.8: Histograms of the HVSR from the midslope station OWQX in the Owhiro Bay Quarry, calculated for 

various frequencies. The area of each histogram column corresponds to the frequency of the particular SSR value in 

each bin. The corresponding log-normal distribution, calculated from the geometric mean and the standard deviation 

of the logarithms of the SSR are plotted as solid red line (with the red dashed line corresponding to geometrical 

mean). The corresponding normal distribution is plotted as solid blue line. The value after ‘S’ in each header shows 

the total number of considered samples. 



 

 

B.5. Locations of the history points within the model of the Owhiro Bay 

Quarry 

Figure B.9 shows the distribution of 

the history points in our numerical 

models of the Owhiro Bay Quarry. 

Highlighted are the locations and 

numbers of the history points coinciding 

with the locations of the seismic stations 

in the field. 

 

 
Figure B.9: Spatial distribution of the history points within 

the numerical models of Owhiro Bay Quarry. 

 

 



 

 

B.6. Additional plots of Standard Spectral Ratios from the selected history 

points  

 

 
Horizontal SSR from all the velocity profiles at a) the top of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the toe of the ridge.  

The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2014p980148 as the input. 

 



 

 

 
Vertical SSR from all the velocity profiles at a) the top of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the toe of the ridge.  The 

plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2014p980148 as the input. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Horizontal SSR from all the velocity profiles at a) the top of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the toe of the ridge.  

The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p271070 as the input. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Vertical SSR from all the velocity profiles at a) the top of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the toe of the ridge.  The 

plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p271070 as the input. 

 

 



 

 

 
Horizontal SSR from all the velocity profiles at a) the top of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the toe of the ridge.  

The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2014p901017 as the input. 



 

 

 
Vertical SSR from all the velocity profiles at a) the top of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the toe of the ridge.  The 

plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2014p901017 as the input. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

B.7. Plots of the spatial distribution of the Standard Spectral Ratios 

This section contains plots of the spatial distribution of the Standard Spectral Ratios 

from the numerical models of the Owhiro Bay Quarry. The top subplot shows the SSR 

(colour) as the function of the frequency (vertical axis) and their X coordinates (horizontal 

axis). This way it is possible to visualise the SSR changes across the whole model. The black 

triangles at the bottom of the top plot show the x-coordinates of the history points used for 

the analysis. The bottom plot shows the topographic profile across the model with the same 

the x-scale as the top picture, so position within the model can be immediately seen.  

Section B.7.1 contains the plots showing the results from the whole models. Section 

B.7.2 contains the plots showing the results only from the central part of the model (the 

topography itself) and gives more detail picture of the model results in the area of interest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

B.7.1. Plots of the spatial distribution of Standard Spectral Ratios – whole 

models 
 

 

 
Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ01 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 



 

 

 
Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ01 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 
Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ01 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 



 

 

 
Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ02 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 



 

 

 
Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ02 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 
Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ02 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 



 

 

 
Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ10 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ10 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ10 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ12 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ12 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ12 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ14 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ14 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ14 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ01 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ01 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ01 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ02 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ02 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ02 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ10 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ10 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ10 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ12 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ12 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ12 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ14 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ14 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: OWQ14 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

B.7.2. Plots of the spatial distribution of Standard Spectral Ratios – detail of 
the topography 
 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ01 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ01 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ01 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ02 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 

 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ02 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ02 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ10 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ10 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ10 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ12 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ12 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ12 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ14 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ14 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ14 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ01 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ01 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ01 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ02 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ02 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ02 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ10 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ10 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ10 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ12 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ12 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ12 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ14 ; Input signal: 2014p980148 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ14 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: OWQ14 ; Input signal: 2014p901017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

B.8. Plots of apparent SSR 

 This section contains the comparison plots between the ‘apparent’ SSR from the 

numerical models and the full SSR of the individual events. 

 
Comparison of the Horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile OWQ01. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the 

model. The left column shows the results for point 131 (coinciding with OWQT station), the right column shows the 

results for point 141 (coinciding with OWQX station). 



 

 

 
Comparison of the Vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile OWQ01. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the 

model. The left column shows the results for point 131 (coinciding with OWQT station), the right column shows the 

results for point 141 (coinciding with OWQX station). 



 

 

 
Comparison of the Horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile OWQ02. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the 

model. The left column shows the results for point 131 (coinciding with OWQT station), the right column shows the 

results for point 141 (coinciding with OWQX station). 



 

 

 
Comparison of the Vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile OWQ02. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the 

model. The left column shows the results for point 131 (coinciding with OWQT station), the right column shows the 

results for point 141 (coinciding with OWQX station). 



 

 

 
Comparison of the Horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile OWQ14. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the 

model. The left column shows the results for point 131 (coinciding with OWQT station), the right column shows the 

results for point 141 (coinciding with OWQX station). 



 

 

 
Comparison of the Vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile OWQ14. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the 

model. The left column shows the results for point 131 (coinciding with OWQT station), the right column shows the 

results for point 141 (coinciding with OWQX station). 



 

 

 
Comparison of the Horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile OWQ12. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the 

model. The left column shows the results for point 131 (coinciding with OWQT station), the right column shows the 

results for point 141 (coinciding with OWQX station). 



 

 

 
Comparison of the Vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile OWQ12. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the 

model. The left column shows the results for point 131 (coinciding with OWQT station), the right column shows the 

results for point 141 (coinciding with OWQX station). 



 

 

 
Comparison of the Horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile OWQ10. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the 

model. The left column shows the results for point 131 (coinciding with OWQT station), the right column shows the 

results for point 141 (coinciding with OWQX station). 



 

 

 
Comparison of the Vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile OWQ10. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the 

model. The left column shows the results for point 131 (coinciding with OWQT station), the right column shows the 

results for point 141 (coinciding with OWQX station). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



C. Breaker Bay Cliff 
 

 

C.1. List of the analysed seismic events 

 Following list contains the information on the seismic events, recorded on the Breaker 

Bay Cliff site and used for our analysis. 

GeoNet ID Magnitude Date (UTC) Time (UTC) Latitude Longitude Depth [km] 

2015p242160 2.28 31.03.2015 14:23:17 -41.6094 174.2279 9.30 

2015p246181 3.84 02.04.2015 02:05:37 -40.6142 175.8536 35.10 

2015p253338 2.34 04.04.2015 17:38:32 -41.5279 174.4079 15.70 

2015p253534 2.44 04.04.2015 19:23:11 -41.3191 173.8317 61.40 

2015p253905 3.80 04.04.2015 22:40:38 -41.7691 174.1044 21.00 

2015p255754 2.52 05.04.2015 15:06:36 -41.2765 175.234 25.90 

2015p259875 3.31 07.04.2015 03:41:44 -39.5631 177.0295 32.10 

2015p259879 2.08 07.04.2015 03:44:04 -41.246 175.2611 27.20 

2015p261977 2.60 07.04.2015 22:21:35 -41.1187 174.2483 48.50 

2015p262812 3.12 08.04.2015 05:46:21 -40.3457 176.1436 25.60 

2015p267412 3.09 09.04.2015 22:37:14 -38.6073 175.7235 164.00 

2015p267492 3.18 09.04.2015 23:19:55 -40.3486 176.0858 27.60 

2015p271070 3.34 11.04.2015 07:06:35 -41.5827 174.6806 40.30 

2015p271269 2.56 11.04.2015 08:52:17 -41.6107 174.3211 5.10 

2015p272252 3.08 11.04.2015 17:36:13 -38.7634 175.2 252.00 

2015p272635 3.54 11.04.2015 21:00:30 -40.4939 174.9189 52.50 

2015p284099 2.63 16.04.2015 02:48:25 -41.1135 174.1006 50.10 

2015p285987 2.51 16.04.2015 19:33:55 -41.5215 174.6692 62.50 

2015p289538 2.81 18.04.2015 03:06:14 -41.0242 174.2408 56.40 

2015p289714 2.52 18.04.2015 04:39:57 -41.0234 174.2287 52.60 

2015p290867 2.66 18.04.2015 14:54:23 -41.7689 173.7851 10.40 

2015p293153 3.49 19.04.2015 11:12:25 -40.2948 174.4999 5.10 

2015p296477 2.07 20.04.2015 16:43:28 -41.6715 174.1206 6.10 

2015p299228 2.23 21.04.2015 17:09:04 -41.3125 174.6987 23.60 

2015p300928 2.87 22.04.2015 08:14:31 -41.3031 174.872 50.40 

2015p302546 4.22 22.04.2015 22:36:42 -41.6298 174.2696 17.50 

2015p302557 5.15 22.04.2015 22:42:42 -41.6658 174.2651 22.60 

2015p302571 2.24 22.04.2015 22:49:55 -41.6342 174.2767 15.40 

2015p302592 3.03 22.04.2015 23:01:31 -41.636 174.2741 18.30 

2015p302615 2.16 22.04.2015 23:13:20 -41.6937 174.342 12.10 

2015p302639 2.32 22.04.2015 23:26:33 -41.6563 174.2642 18.90 

2015p302732 3.03 23.04.2015 00:16:22 -41.6348 174.2689 17.10 

2015p302840 2.49 23.04.2015 01:13:30 -41.6428 174.2785 17.80 

2015p303168 2.02 23.04.2015 04:08:20 -41.6466 174.2749 17.50 

2015p303445 2.08 23.04.2015 06:35:35 -41.6405 174.2912 15.90 

2015p303492 3.53 23.04.2015 07:00:50 -41.6191 174.2743 23.90 



2015p303620 2.91 23.04.2015 08:09:11 -41.6571 174.2764 21.20 

2015p303750 2.32 23.04.2015 09:18:03 -41.5208 174.4128 14.80 

2015p305682 2.78 24.04.2015 02:27:32 -41.3621 174.0448 48.50 

2015p305812 6.23 24.04.2015 03:36:42 -42.0902 173.068 51.50 

2015p305829 3.72 24.04.2015 03:46:20 -42.126 173.0934 32.10 

2015p305843 3.78 24.04.2015 03:53:35 -42.1438 173.1228 36.00 

2015p305911 3.31 24.04.2015 04:29:29 -42.1462 173.0973 32.50 

2015p305925 3.07 24.04.2015 04:37:16 -42.1579 173.1713 46.30 

2015p306083 2.34 24.04.2015 06:01:22 -41.6384 174.2792 15.90 

2015p306725 3.04 24.04.2015 11:43:18 -40.0901 176.436 35.10 

2015p307048 4.10 24.04.2015 14:35:25 -42.154 173.0453 47.30 

2015p307266 3.78 24.04.2015 16:31:46 -42.106 173.0934 52.70 

2015p308035 3.36 24.04.2015 23:21:20 -39.7053 175.684 5.50 

2015p308376 2.27 25.04.2015 02:23:12 -40.9597 174.6245 35.40 

2015p308809 3.34 25.04.2015 06:13:41 -42.1371 173.2 34.30 

2015p308915 3.18 25.04.2015 07:10:06 -42.1415 173.1745 39.40 

2015p309963 2.24 25.04.2015 16:28:45 -40.8402 173.7891 102.70 

2015p313248 3.29 26.04.2015 21:38:59 -40.4507 174.0866 81.10 

2015p314308 3.15 27.04.2015 07:03:26 -40.4812 173.4087 160.00 

2015p314377 2.31 27.04.2015 07:40:20 -41.6268 174.1736 29.80 

2015p315267 2.19 27.04.2015 15:34:25 -41.1927 175.2773 26.90 

2015p320697 2.33 29.04.2015 15:47:33 -41.7421 174.4864 36.80 

2015p323743 2.80 30.04.2015 18:50:39 -41.1529 174.7204 37.40 

2015p325786 2.46 01.05.2015 12:58:58 -41.2653 174.5795 35.40 

2015p326636 2.46 01.05.2015 20:32:16 -40.8792 175.0858 32.80 

2015p329009 2.87 02.05.2015 17:36:26 -41.7049 174.0323 12.90 

2015p329792 3.62 03.05.2015 00:33:30 -42.1175 173.1163 61.10 

2015p329882 3.11 03.05.2015 01:21:22 -41.471 174.5078 21.20 

2015p329887 2.49 03.05.2015 01:24:12 -41.4819 174.5078 22.60 

2015p330012 4.26 03.05.2015 02:30:42 -37.8704 176.3814 171.60 

2015p330248 2.63 03.05.2015 04:36:35 -41.7774 173.8369 7.10 

2015p330440 2.05 03.05.2015 06:18:48 -41.1762 174.3164 74.10 

2015p332329 3.57 03.05.2015 23:05:05 -41.4685 174.5136 20.80 

2015p336438 4.13 05.05.2015 11:34:19 -41.3468 173.7744 47.20 

2015p336464 3.52 05.05.2015 11:48:23 -40.276 176.3605 12.30 

2015p348226 3.77 09.05.2015 20:14:53 -39.1054 175.2928 12.10 

2015p348315 2.42 09.05.2015 21:02:44 -41.0003 174.4766 62.30 

2015p350270 3.36 10.05.2015 14:24:19 -39.7098 176.9497 51.30 

2015p351838 3.92 11.05.2015 04:19:42 -41.3284 172.8043 144.00 

2015p355798 2.29 12.05.2015 15:29:28 -41.0025 174.7193 33.90 

2015p359555 2.08 14.05.2015 00:51:20 -41.4308 174.3959 35.10 

2015p360481 3.59 14.05.2015 09:04:29 -38.3226 176.1963 124.20 

2015p360600 2.10 14.05.2015 10:08:00 -41.4099 174.5635 30.90 



2015p361434 3.10 14.05.2015 17:32:14 -38.2455 175.6017 292.30 

2015p362790 4.63 15.05.2015 05:34:35 -41.6871 174.0978 16.30 

2015p364707 3.20 15.05.2015 22:36:21 -41.3735 173.1163 106.70 

2015p366176 3.38 16.05.2015 11:38:51 -38.5757 175.6153 184.60 

2015p367874 2.38 17.05.2015 02:43:23 -41.2361 175.221 29.10 

2015p371409 2.16 18.05.2015 10:06:32 -41.517 175.212 250.60 

2015p372226 3.15 18.05.2015 17:22:11 -41.7544 173.8817 22.00 

2015p372846 3.10 18.05.2015 22:52:22 -38.5407 175.7378 159.50 

2015p374393 3.53 19.05.2015 12:36:55 -39.7988 175.331 60.10 

2015p759612 2.02 09.10.2015 01:21:48 -41.1706 175.3101 21.60 

2015p760879 2.05 09.10.2015 12:36:37 -41.1407 174.1593 44.80 

2015p760973 4.02 09.10.2015 13:26:51 -42.3294 173.0559 9.00 

2015p761126 2.77 09.10.2015 14:48:24 -41.1232 174.5844 59.80 

2015p762775 3.01 10.10.2015 05:26:59 -39.2383 174.721 21.60 

2015p763019 3.21 10.10.2015 07:36:43 -40.4785 173.988 100.40 

2015p766464 3.90 11.10.2015 14:12:19 -38.263 178.118 11.00 

2015p767414 2.78 11.10.2015 22:38:19 -41.4645 174.4218 24.50 

2015p767818 3.77 12.10.2015 02:13:54 -40.5778 176.3364 19.40 

2015p767859 2.38 12.10.2015 02:35:24 -41.3836 173.7971 52.30 

2015p768267 3.08 12.10.2015 06:12:57 -40.5621 176.3215 18.80 

2015p768477 5.69 12.10.2015 08:05:01 -40.5781 176.3257 23.30 

2015p768563 3.56 12.10.2015 08:50:34 -40.5217 176.2928 20.10 

2015p768614 3.84 12.10.2015 09:17:55 -40.5282 176.3011 20.20 

2015p768617 4.08 12.10.2015 09:19:32 -40.5517 176.3348 20.50 

2015p768685 4.44 12.10.2015 09:55:45 -40.5539 176.3255 22.10 

2015p769002 3.92 12.10.2015 12:44:27 -40.5709 176.3357 23.00 

2015p770126 3.47 12.10.2015 22:43:38 -40.5515 176.6627 24.20 

2015p771248 3.34 13.10.2015 08:41:16 -40.3215 176.1919 33.80 

2015p771652 3.23 13.10.2015 12:16:38 -40.3215 176.1919 32.40 

2015p772207 3.01 13.10.2015 17:12:18 -39.5832 174.3741 195.20 

2015p773103 4.33 14.10.2015 01:09:35 -40.4053 177.3074 32.30 

2015p773592 3.26 14.10.2015 05:29:58 -42.1412 173.0882 33.50 

2015p773598 2.41 14.10.2015 05:33:20 -41.3252 173.8 24.70 

2015p777198 2.55 15.10.2015 13:31:36 -41.6707 174.1138 13.20 

2015p778267 3.30 15.10.2015 23:01:06 -39.6371 176.9843 47.40 

2015p778855 5.16 16.10.2015 04:13:37 -35.1677 179.2675 285.90 

2015p781633 3.23 17.10.2015 04:54:08 -40.5662 176.2785 19.60 

2015p783071 2.19 17.10.2015 17:40:15 -41.0351 174.1994 45.80 

2015p786357 2.55 18.10.2015 22:51:18 -41.6376 173.9243 43.90 

2015p787164 2.81 19.10.2015 06:01:10 -41.2487 174.8519 30.10 

2015p788696 3.09 19.10.2015 19:37:24 -40.5445 176.3448 19.80 

2015p789682 3.42 20.10.2015 04:22:57 -38.7013 175.3193 201.70 

2015p790605 2.46 20.10.2015 12:34:45 -41.6718 174.1507 15.10 



2015p793652 3.03 21.10.2015 15:37:52 -39.6027 174.9014 71.80 

2015p794154 4.85 21.10.2015 20:05:45 -39.2824 173.8805 18.00 

2015p794257 3.09 21.10.2015 21:00:18 -40.2684 173.5404 181.10 

2015p795690 4.43 22.10.2015 09:43:59 -41.1961 175.0799 5.60 

2015p796404 4.49 22.10.2015 16:04:32 -38.2607 178.1204 14.60 

2015p800650 2.47 24.10.2015 05:46:28 -41.0917 174.3074 43.00 

2015p803721 3.40 25.10.2015 09:02:59 -40.0752 175.3077 35.40 

2015p804575 3.55 25.10.2015 16:38:03 -42.431 175.3318 33.00 

2015p806571 2.42 26.10.2015 10:21:20 -41.862 173.9518 35.50 

2015p810904 4.24 28.10.2015 00:49:41 -39.2823 173.8278 15.40 

2015p810979 3.66 28.10.2015 01:30:03 -41.1613 174.531 26.70 

2015p811672 2.31 28.10.2015 07:38:52 -41.1084 175.0703 25.90 

2015p811779 2.05 28.10.2015 08:35:54 -41.1849 174.5266 36.40 

2015p812413 3.35 28.10.2015 14:14:11 -39.0323 175.7158 7.90 

2015p812416 3.37 28.10.2015 14:19:26 -39.0332 175.7151 3.60 

2015p812417 3.27 28.10.2015 14:15:42 -39.6599 174.2846 178.10 

2015p816356 3.51 30.10.2015 01:14:38 -38.4242 175.8798 138.60 

2015p818252 3.96 30.10.2015 18:04:52 -40.4306 174.7124 54.90 

2015p818471 2.72 30.10.2015 20:01:41 -41.9474 174.0193 26.10 

2015p818474 2.47 30.10.2015 20:03:14 -41.907 174.0068 25.20 

2015p821333 2.24 31.10.2015 21:26:36 -41.5985 174.2696 17.40 

2015p822263 5.38 01.11.2015 05:42:11 -39.3894 175.9597 54.90 

2015p823449 2.20 01.11.2015 16:14:22 -40.9112 174.9442 34.30 

2015p824443 2.39 02.11.2015 01:03:36 -41.6225 174.2466 8.00 

2015p827511 2.38 03.11.2015 04:17:58 -41.039 174.8105 30.10 

2015p833052 3.62 05.11.2015 05:30:10 -39.3894 175.9597 51.20 

2015p833234 3.75 05.11.2015 07:07:20 -39.4039 177.8387 45.80 

2015p838680 3.07 07.11.2015 07:28:46 -40.6479 175.8911 19.80 

2015p840112 2.55 07.11.2015 20:11:43 -40.9449 174.9548 34.80 

2015p841697 4.02 08.11.2015 10:16:21 -40.5509 176.338 19.80 

2015p843868 2.50 09.11.2015 05:34:05 -41.0157 175.2601 24.50 

2015p844894 3.80 09.11.2015 14:39:52 -38.9555 176.1627 73.20 

2015p846696 2.13 10.11.2015 06:39:38 -40.7835 174.4924 37.30 

2015p847040 3.12 10.11.2015 09:43:17 -39.4076 175.8674 45.10 

2015p847377 2.79 10.11.2015 12:42:41 -41.7585 173.9989 8.40 

2015p848097 2.08 10.11.2015 19:06:20 -41.0413 174.2964 39.20 

2015p852520 3.17 12.11.2015 10:22:52 -40.5854 175.8867 27.70 

2015p857802 2.31 14.11.2015 09:17:25 -41.0149 174.8116 40.80 

2015p857810 2.78 14.11.2015 09:21:25 -41.7493 173.9598 8.20 

2015p858437 2.09 14.11.2015 14:55:44 -41.7866 174.3407 35.50 

2015p858965 2.82 14.11.2015 19:36:44 -41.7396 174.3569 34.30 

2015p861536 2.73 15.11.2015 18:26:44 -41.5735 174.2827 8.20 

2015p862338 2.10 16.11.2015 01:33:57 -41.0351 174.1994 46.70 



2015p862784 3.37 16.11.2015 05:31:26 -39.6199 174.0805 205.00 

2015p862949 2.53 16.11.2015 06:59:37 -41.5668 174.3545 14.80 

2015p863404 3.16 16.11.2015 11:01:55 -40.5922 176.2022 18.10 

2015p864521 3.25 16.11.2015 20:57:10 -39.675 174.1995 180.90 

2015p865583 2.75 17.11.2015 06:23:05 -41.4722 174.1713 38.50 

2015p866609 3.22 17.11.2015 15:29:23 -41.3977 174.0767 29.20 

2015p867408 2.17 17.11.2015 22:35:17 -41.3033 174.8351 29.60 

2015p870657 3.36 19.11.2015 03:26:32 -41.7574 173.7701 7.80 

2015p870673 2.58 19.11.2015 03:35:03 -41.7582 173.8059 9.90 

2015p871689 3.71 19.11.2015 12:36:15 -40.1812 174.8881 22.30 

2015p871851 4.35 19.11.2015 14:02:35 -41.7002 174.1526 14.10 

2015p874443 2.10 20.11.2015 13:03:37 -41.5847 174.3087 15.10 

2015p877306 2.34 21.11.2015 14:28:58 -41.4122 174.088 40.20 

2015p878219 3.26 21.11.2015 22:35:21 -41.7604 173.7627 5.60 

2015p882627 2.15 23.11.2015 13:44:03 -41.409 174.6605 50.50 

2015p882786 2.42 23.11.2015 15:08:46 -41.3553 175.0154 28.70 

2015p883742 2.51 23.11.2015 23:37:55 -40.9916 175.4038 26.30 

2015p886215 2.87 24.11.2015 21:35:31 -41.7039 174.3652 33.60 

2015p887296 2.56 25.11.2015 07:11:32 -41.7029 174.1306 14.60 

2015p894107 2.04 27.11.2015 19:40:31 -40.8851 174.7372 17.90 

2015p896990 2.34 28.11.2015 21:16:43 -41.321 174.5317 33.80 

2015p897208 3.02 28.11.2015 23:12:49 -41.2582 172.683 131.20 

2015p899560 2.77 29.11.2015 20:05:35 -41.3573 175.0274 29.10 

2015p901742 2.30 30.11.2015 15:28:14 -40.8097 175.345 25.40 

2015p902648 2.05 30.11.2015 23:31:02 -41.7145 174.0701 10.40 

2015p903935 2.12 01.12.2015 10:56:47 -41.801 174.9451 35.50 

2015p904089 2.99 01.12.2015 12:18:53 -40.8418 175.3012 25.40 

2015p904569 2.84 01.12.2015 16:34:42 -41.6675 174.5744 39.90 

2015p909033 3.61 03.12.2015 08:13:14 -39.7257 174.1936 201.50 

2015p911882 2.35 04.12.2015 09:31:04 -40.7557 174.1188 13.90 

2015p912933 4.48 04.12.2015 18:50:46 -40.6369 174.2155 50.30 

2015p918513 2.14 06.12.2015 20:24:48 -41.3024 175.2006 24.00 

2015p919415 3.60 07.12.2015 04:25:04 -38.2723 176.1835 157.40 

2015p923856 2.88 08.12.2015 19:50:47 -41.6745 174.5138 24.30 

2015p925006 3.48 09.12.2015 06:03:34 -42.1119 173.0928 31.20 

2015p927226 3.35 10.12.2015 01:46:31 -40.6597 174.8802 2.70 

2015p930885 3.62 11.12.2015 10:15:52 -39.1205 175.3303 15.20 

2015p932352 4.31 11.12.2015 23:17:15 -42.7293 174.0596 26.00 

2015p934459 3.46 12.12.2015 18:00:06 -39.4121 175.0162 96.80 

2015p936376 2.38 13.12.2015 11:01:29 -41.7513 174.0016 12.00 

2015p936904 4.46 13.12.2015 15:42:41 -41.5313 172.4123 13.40 

2015p937758 2.56 13.12.2015 23:17:52 -41.3696 174.4263 15.10 

2015p940361 2.73 14.12.2015 22:24:45 -40.9938 174.0466 51.40 



2015p941933 3.75 15.12.2015 12:22:34 -40.7598 174.3679 48.60 

2015p945949 3.47 17.12.2015 00:02:08 -41.6445 174.019 39.00 

2015p949658 2.14 18.12.2015 08:57:52 -41.7602 174.122 38.30 

2015p950282 3.35 18.12.2015 14:30:32 -40.2765 173.5457 179.00 

2015p950642 3.68 18.12.2015 17:42:07 -40.5306 175.6575 34.80 

2015p957605 5.05 21.12.2015 07:31:53 -35.6799 178.7682 258.90 

2015p958850 3.15 21.12.2015 18:36:53 -41.0762 175.2062 19.30 

2015p968963 2.34 25.12.2015 12:23:53 -41.9062 174.0937 16.70 

2015p974519 2.63 27.12.2015 13:43:52 -41.1844 174.6524 34.80 

2015p976512 3.33 28.12.2015 07:25:59 -38.9531 176.1126 77.20 

2016p108118 4.27 10.02.2016 00:05:30 -42.0762 173.0611 49.50 

2016p110956 3.76 11.02.2016 01:17:22 -40.5574 175.1107 5.00 

2016p115860 2.46 12.02.2016 20:50:37 -40.8006 175.2609 30.10 

2016p116129 2.52 12.02.2016 23:13:35 -40.8021 175.2546 33.80 

2016p117732 3.55 13.02.2016 13:28:00 -38.6496 175.834 120.30 

2016p125347 3.36 16.02.2016 09:05:14 -40.674 174.8363 26.40 

2016p125861 2.42 16.02.2016 13:39:10 -40.9285 174.6548 57.00 

2016p127070 3.38 17.02.2016 00:23:18 -41.9004 174.0624 9.50 

2016p127557 2.34 17.02.2016 04:42:55 -40.898 174.7232 17.90 

2016p133385 2.73 19.02.2016 08:27:31 -41.7561 174.1095 26.90 

2016p139436 3.03 21.02.2016 14:11:55 -39.0602 174.9474 199.40 

2016p139866 3.18 21.02.2016 18:00:59 -41.5464 174.3835 7.90 

2016p140897 4.97 22.02.2016 03:09:56 -41.892 174.2548 7.70 

2016p143255 4.54 23.02.2016 00:06:24 -36.8332 177.5889 197.50 

2016p143653 3.29 23.02.2016 03:38:51 -40.3092 173.5017 194.30 

2016p146698 3.24 24.02.2016 06:40:56 -38.577 175.6379 162.30 

2016p154516 2.60 27.02.2016 04:06:19 -41.0519 174.2634 35.80 

2016p155273 4.05 27.02.2016 10:49:37 -36.3195 178.2049 33.00 

2016p155275 3.72 27.02.2016 10:50:41 -40.7291 175.5164 21.20 

2016p155711 4.48 27.02.2016 14:43:04 -40.3479 176.4556 18.40 

2016p160705 3.17 29.02.2016 11:03:46 -41.3735 174.9461 19.80 

2016p161527 2.03 29.02.2016 18:22:08 -40.8962 174.7204 16.50 

2016p162941 3.14 01.03.2016 06:55:21 -40.1278 174.8467 11.80 

2016p167557 4.55 02.03.2016 23:54:28 -40.1226 174.8625 17.70 

2016p171079 3.43 04.03.2016 07:11:22 -40.776 175.3448 21.60 

2016p171477 2.90 04.03.2016 10:43:15 -41.9967 173.9522 10.80 

2016p172796 2.47 04.03.2016 22:26:10 -41.161 175.1551 28.20 

2016p173365 3.15 05.03.2016 03:29:23 -40.8739 174.7277 6.70 

2016p174341 3.04 05.03.2016 12:08:54 -39.7429 176.6504 30.10 

2016p177006 2.44 06.03.2016 11:49:10 -41.7223 174.5356 38.30 

2016p182373 3.13 08.03.2016 11:28:37 -40.6701 175.8469 19.10 

2016p183373 2.46 08.03.2016 20:21:37 -41.7612 174.3259 28.40 

 



C.2. FLAC boundary width test 

 Although the free field boundaries in FLAC provide a way of minimising the wave 

reflections from the lateral boundaries, the boundary formulations are not perfect (Section 

2.5.2). There is a consensus that additional lateral and vertical boundaries are needed around 

and under the investigated topographic feature in order to obtain accurate results. Lateral 

boundaries of 3* the topography width were initially used in our numerical models (as 

discussed in Appendix A.1.2). However, this approach increased the computation time of the 

models to unfeasible extent. Therefore, we have performed a series of optimisation tests in 

order to find the optimal boundary dimensions which would guarantee sufficiently accurate 

results, while keeping the model running time reasonable. 

  

 

C.2.1 Model setup 

The test was performed using a simplified ridge-parallel topography of the Breaker 

Bay Cliff (Figure C.1). The setup of the test models corresponded to the models using 

homogeneous velocity profile BBC01 (Section 6.3.1) in terms of the material properties, 

damping and used boundary conditions. The test models used a homogeneous mesh with a 

mesh cell size of 6 m. The signal from the seismic event 2015p303492 was used as the 

seismic input (Section 6.3.1.5). Six models with various widths of lateral boundaries were 

created (the brackets give the codes used for profile identification): 

 Lateral boundaries of 3* the topography width (BBC11) 

 Lateral boundaries of 2* the topography width (BBC12) 

 Lateral boundaries of 1* the topography width (BBC13) 

 Lateral boundaries of 0.5* the topography width (BBC14) 

 No additional lateral boundaries (BBC15) 

 Lateral boundaries of 6* the topography width (BBC16) 

29 history points were located on the surface of the topography (Figure C.1). The 

relative position of the mesh and the topography remained the same for various topographic 

profiles, so any differences between the models cannot be caused by the different shape of the 

individual zones, but can be fully attributed to the effect of the lateral boundaries. 

 
Figure C.1: The modelled topography (red), with the marked positions of the individual history points. 



The ‘real’ SSR (Section 4.6.12) were calculated from all the history points. In order to 

highlight the differences between the models, the Fourier amplitude spectra from the models 

BBC11 – BBC15 were also compared with the Fourier amplitude spectra from the model 

BBC16, which is the model with the widest lateral boundaries. The results for the horizontal 

component are shown on figures at the end of this section. 

 

 

C.2.2. Results 

 For the majority of the points and most of the frequencies, the difference between the 

BBC16 and BBC11 (6* and 3* the topography width) is relatively insignificant. The match 

between BBC16 and BBC12, BBC13 (2* and 1* the topography width) is slightly worse. The 

difference is mostly < 10%, with the area around the history point 8 showing a difference up 

to 20–30% on multiple frequency bands. The models BBC14 and BBC15 (0.5 * the 

topography width and no lateral boundaries) show the worst match. The difference between 

spectra from these models and spectra from BBC16 is frequently > 10%, but locally is > 

40%. The narrower lateral boundaries lead to deamplification on low frequencies, while on 

higher frequencies the pattern of difference is rather unsystematic. 

 

 

C.2.3. Discussion 

 In numerical modelling, the ‘quantity vs. quality’ is an essential consideration. The 

model BBC15 provided the results which differ by up to 40% from the results of the widest 

and most accurate model BBC16. On the other hand, it could be argued that the difference 

was localised both in terms of spatial distribution and frequency, and the model BBC15 

contained > 9 times less zones (and had a correspondingly shorter running time) than the 

model BBC16.  

For the purpose of field data – model comparison, the biases of models BBC15 and 

BBC14 were too large, despite the benefit of the decreased computation time. The BBC13 

model with the boundaries equal to 1* the topography width provided a good compromise 

between the computational requirements and accuracy.  

Note that the test models used a homogeneous half space. This simplification allowed 

for the use of coarse mesh and thus made running of the large models BBC11 and BBC16 

feasible. For the models with different velocity structures, the effects of the lateral boundary 

dimension might differ to some extent, but the qualitative conclusions based on our 

parametric testing still apply. 

 

  



C.2.4. Figures 
 This section contains pairs of plots, showing the results of this parametric study. The 

first plot gives a comparison of the SSR from the numerical models. The second plot shows 

the ratios between the Fourier amplitude spectra from the models with the Fourier amplitude 

spectrum from the model BBC16. 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 















 



 
 

  



C.3. FLAC mesh resolution test 

As stated in Section 4.6.7, the fine mesh, used in the models of Owhiro Bay Quarry, 

led to unfeasibly long computation times. The first part of the optimisation was the test of 

lateral boundary widths (Appendix C.2). The second test is presented in this section. The 

proposed optimisation was based on two approaches: 

1. General coarsening of the mesh. As the models of the Breaker Bay Cliff had the 

upper cut-off frequency of 15 Hz, compared to the 25 Hz of the Owhiro Bay 

Quarry models, the mesh could be created coarser in general. 

2. Creating multiple domains of the various mesh cell size. Instead of using very fine 

mesh for the whole body of the topography, the topography can be divided into 

rectangular domains based on the deepest modelled weathering profile, and in 

each domain the mesh cell size can be adjusted based on the criterion of a 

minimum of 10 mesh cells per shortest modelled wavelength. 

Based on Itasca Consulting Group Inc. (2008), the proposed approach was legitimate. 

However, in order to verify this approach, we have conducted the following mesh resolution 

test. 

 

C.3.1. Model setup 

 During this test, two alternative meshes have been created. The meshes used a lateral 

boundary width equal to the topography width for the reasons discussed in Appendix C.2.  

The first mesh corresponded in its distribution of mesh-cell-size domains to the 

models of the Owhiro Bay Quarry (Section 5.3.1.3): 5 m mesh cell size for the base of the 

model and 1 m mesh cell size for the modelled topography. The second mesh was optimised, 

using coarser mesh and more mesh-cell-size domains (Figure C.2). In this mesh, the main 

body of the hill had a mesh cell size of 6 m (Figure C.3). 1 m mesh was created in the area 

where the slope scree with low seismic velocity was modelled. For the rest of the model with 

low-velocity layers, 3 m mesh was used.  

Using both the unoptimised and the optimised mesh, two velocity profiles were 

created: a homogeneous profile (corresponding to BBC01, Section 6.3.1.3) and a deep 

weathering profile with low-velocity scree parameters (corresponding to BBC27 in Section 

6.3.1.3). The codes used for identification of the profiles are given in Table C.1). 

 
Table C.1: Codes used for the profiles, tested during this optimisation test. 

The seismic event 2015p303492 was used as the seismic input (Section 6.3.1.5).  

97 history points were created on the surface of both meshes. Out of these, the points 

102–166 were located within the topography itself (Figure C.4) and these were further 

analysed. The target location for each point was set and the nearest node of the mesh was 

used as the history point. Consequently, although history points with the same numbers might 

not be on exactly the same places within different meshes, the difference was never larger 

than 2 m. The results from the two meshes were compared for each velocity profile. 

Homogenous profile Deep weathering profile

Unoptimized mesh BBC01 BBC27

Optimized mesh BBC81 BBC97



 

 
Figure C.3: The locations and numbers of the history points, used for the mesh comparison. These locations were 

derived from the unoptimised mesh. 

  

 
Figure C.2: Comparison of the unoptimised (upper figure) and optimised (lower figure) mesh. The following colours 

correspond to the following mesh-cell-size domains: blue ~ 6 m; purple ~ 5m; red ~ 3 m; orange ~ 1m. 

 



C.3.2. Results and discussion 
 For the majority of the history points, there is no difference between results from the 

unoptimised and optimised mesh (Section C.3.4). Multiple points show observable 

differences between the meshes: points 104, 118 and several points with numbers > 120. 

However, there is no apparent correlation between the mesh-cell-size distribution and the 

location of these points. 

Both point 104 and 118 are located within the 1 m domain in both meshes. In the case 

of point 104, this difference can most likely be attributed to a different location of the point 

within the model geometries. The different amplification on the point 118 remains hard to 

explain. The geometry of the zones in its vicinity was the same for both meshes, and points 

117 and 119, located within 10 m of the point 118, showed no observable difference between 

the test models. The points with numbers >120 were already located within the domain of 3 

m cell size in the optimised models, while within the 1 m domain in the unoptimised mesh. 

Some of the points show certain differences between the results of the test models. However, 

all of the points with observable differences share the same characteristic: they are located on 

a triangular or highly asymmetrical zone within one mesh, while being located on a regular 

rectangular zone on the other. FLAC is using triangular subzones for the internal calculation 

of the zone deformation (Itasca Consulting Group Inc. 2008). It can be thus assumed that the 

differences between the test models at these points reflect the different behaviour of the 

triangular zones, rather than the different mesh cell sizes. 

 

 

C.3.3. Conclusions 

 The unoptimised (5 m and 1 m domains only) and optimised (6 m, 3 m and 1 m 

domains) meshes produced nearly identical results. The observed difference is not systematic 

and for most of the analysed points it can be attributed to the different position within the 

mesh or to the numerical issues related to the presence of triangular zones at the surface. As 

the models with the optimised mesh had significantly lower running times, we have used the 

optimised mesh for our models of Breaker Bay Cliff and Mitchell Street Ridge. 

 

 

C.3.4. Figures 

This section contains the comparison plots of the ‘real’ SSR (Section 4.6.12) from the 

models with optimised and unoptimised mesh (BBC01 with BBC81 and BBC27 with BBC97 

respectively). The plots have been created separately for horizontal and vertical components.  

 



C.3.4.1. BBC01 – BBC81 comparison; horizontal components 

























 
 

 



C.3.4.2. BBC01 – BBC81 comparison; vertical components 

























 
 

 



C.3.4.3. BBC27 – BBC97 comparison; horizontal components 

























 
 

 



C.3.4.4. BBC27 – BBC97 comparison; vertical components 

























 
 

 

  



C.4. Locations of the history points within the models of Breaker Bay Cliff 
Figures C.4 and C.5 show the 

distribution of the history points in our 

numerical models of the Breaker Bay 

Cliff. Highlighted are the history points 

coinciding with the locations of seismic 

stations in the field. 

 

Figure C.4: Spatial distribution of the history points within 

the ridge-parallel models of Breaker Bay Cliff 



 
 

 
Figure C.5: Spatial distribution of the history points within 

the ridge-perpendicular models of Breaker Bay Cliff 

 



C.5. Plots of Standard Spectral Ratios from the selected history points 
 

 

C.5.1. Horizontal SSR ; ridge-parallel models 

 
Horizontal SSR from the velocity profiles BBC01 – BBC07 at a) the toe of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the top of 

the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p271070 as the input. 



 
Horizontal SSR from the velocity profiles BBC22 – BBC27 at a) the toe of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the top of 

the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p271070 as the input. 

 

 

 

 



 
Horizontal SSR from the velocity profiles BBC01 – BBC07 at a) the toe of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the top of 

the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p787164 as the input. 



 
Horizontal SSR from the velocity profiles BBC22 – BBC27 at a) the toe of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the top of 

the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p787164 as the input. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Horizontal SSR from the velocity profiles BBC01 – BBC07 at a) the toe of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the top of 

the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p303492 as the input. 

 



 
Horizontal SSR from the velocity profiles BBC22 – BBC27 at a) the toe of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the top of 

the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p303492 as the input. 

 



 
Horizontal SSR from the velocity profiles BBC01 – BBC07 at a) the toe of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the top of 

the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p822263 as the input. 

 



 
Horizontal SSR from the velocity profiles BBC22 – BBC27 at a) the toe of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the top of 

the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p822263 as the input. 

 

 

 



C.5.2. Vertical SSR ; ridge-parallel models 

 
Vertical SSR from the velocity profiles BBC01 – BBC07 at a) the toe of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the top of 

the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p271070 as the input. 



 
Vertical SSR from the velocity profiles BBC22 – BBC27 at a) the toe of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the top of 

the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p271070 as the input. 

 

 

 

 



 
Vertical SSR from the velocity profiles BBC01 – BBC07 at a) the toe of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the top of 

the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p787164 as the input. 



 
Vertical SSR from the velocity profiles BBC22 – BBC27 at a) the toe of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the top of 

the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p787164 as the input. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Vertical SSR from the velocity profiles BBC01 – BBC07 at a) the toe of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the top of 

the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p303492 as the input. 

 



 
Vertical SSR from the velocity profiles BBC22 – BBC27 at a) the toe of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the top of 

the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p303492 as the input. 

 



 
Vertical SSR from the velocity profiles BBC01 – BBC07 at a) the toe of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the top of 

the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p822263 as the input. 

 



 
Vertical SSR from the velocity profiles BBC22 – BBC27 at a) the toe of the ridge; b) the midslope; and c) the top of 

the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p822263 as the input. 

 

 

 

 



C.5.3. Horizontal SSR ; ridge-perpendicular models 

 
Horizontal SSR from the velocity BBC51 – BBC56 profiles at a) the toe of the ridge; and b) midslope (top of the cliff 

face). The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p271070 as the input. 



 

Horizontal SSR from the velocity BBC51 – BBC56 profiles at a) the toe of the ridge; and b) midslope (top of the cliff 

face). The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p787164 as the input. 

 



 
Horizontal SSR from the velocity BBC51 – BBC56 profiles at a) the toe of the ridge; and b) midslope (top of the cliff 

face). The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p303492 as the input. 



 
Horizontal SSR from the velocity BBC51 – BBC56 profiles at a) the toe of the ridge; and b) midslope (top of the cliff 

face). The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p822263 as the input. 

 

 

 

 



C.5.4. Vertical SSR ; ridge-perpendicular models 

 
Vertical SSR from the velocity BBC51 – BBC56 profiles at a) the toe of the ridge; and b) midslope (top of the cliff 

face). The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p271070 as the input. 



 

Vertical SSR from the velocity BBC51 – BBC56 profiles at a) the toe of the ridge; and b) midslope (top of the cliff 

face). The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p787164 as the input. 

 



 
Vertical SSR from the velocity BBC51 – BBC56 profiles at a) the toe of the ridge; and b) midslope (top of the cliff 

face). The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p303492 as the input. 



 
Vertical SSR from the velocity BBC51 – BBC56 profiles at a) the toe of the ridge; and b) midslope (top of the cliff 

face). The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p822263 as the input. 

 

 

 

 



C.6. Plots of Standard Spectral Ratios – comparisons of various input signals 

 

 
Comparison of the horizontal SSR from the history points 112, 129 and 149 (each column shows the data from one 

history point) and the velocity profiles BBC01 – BBC07 (each row corresponds to one velocity profile). Each line in a 

subplot represents the results obtained using one input signal. 



 

Comparison of the horizontal SSR from the history points 112, 129 and 149 (each column shows the data from one 

history point) and the velocity profiles BBC22 – BBC27 (each row corresponds to one velocity profile). Each line in a 

subplot represents the results obtained using one input signal. 

 

 



 
Comparison of the horizontal SSR from the history points 112 and 129 (each column shows the data from one history 

point) and the velocity profiles BBC51 – BBC57 (each row corresponds to one velocity profile). Each line in a subplot 

represents the results obtained using one input signal. 



 
Comparison of the vertical SSR from the history points 112, 129 and 149 (each column shows the data from one 

history point) and the velocity profiles BBC01 – BBC07 (each row corresponds to one velocity profile). Each line in a 

subplot represents the results obtained using one input signal. 

 

 

 



 
Comparison of the vertical SSR from the history points 112, 129 and 149 (each column shows the data from one 

history point) and the velocity profiles BBC22 – BBC27 (each row corresponds to one velocity profile). Each line in a 

subplot represents the results obtained using one input signal. 

 

 

 

 



 
Comparison of the vertical SSR from the history points 112 and 129 (each column shows the data from one history 

point) and the velocity profiles BBC51 – BBC57 (each row corresponds to one velocity profile). Each line in a subplot 

represents the results obtained using one input signal. 

 

 

 

 



C.7. Plots of the spatial distribution of Standard Spectral Ratios 

Sections C.7.1–C.7.4 contains the plots of spatial distribution of the Standard Spectral 

Ratios from the numerical models of the Breaker Bay Cliff. The top subplot shows the SSR 

(colour) as the function of the frequency (vertical axis) and their X coordinates (horizontal 

axis).  The black triangles at the bottom of the top plot show the x-coordinates of the history 

points used for the analysis. The bottom plot shows the topographic profile across the model 

with the same x-scale as the top picture, so position within the model can be immediately 

seen.  

Two series of plots were created. The first series covered the whole models (C.7.1, 

C.7.3), while the second series displayed the results only from the central part of the models 

(C.7.2, C.7.4). 

 

  



C.7.1. Plots of the spatial distribution of Standard Spectral Ratios: Ridge–

parallel profiles, whole models 
 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC01 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC01 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC01 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC01 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 
Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC02 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC02 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC02 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC02 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC03 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC03 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC03 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC03 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC04 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC04 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC04 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC04 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC05 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC05 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC05 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC05 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 
Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC22 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC22 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC22 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC22 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC23 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC23 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC23 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC23 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC24 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC24 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC24 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC24 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC25 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC25 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC25 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC25 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC26 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC26 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 
Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC26 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC26 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC01 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC01 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC01 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC01 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC02 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC02 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC02 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC02 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC03 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC03 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC03 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC03 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC04 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC04 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC04 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 
Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC04 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC05 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC05 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC05 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC05 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC22 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC22 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC22 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC22 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC23 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC23 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC23 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC23 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC24 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 
Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC24 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC24 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC24 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC25 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC25 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC25 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC25 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC26 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC26 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC26 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC26 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 

 

 



C.7.2. Plots of the spatial distribution of Standard Spectral Ratios: Ridge–

parallel profiles, detail of the topography 

  

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC01 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC01 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC01 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC01 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC02 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC02 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC02 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC02 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC03 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC03 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC03 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC03 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC04 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC04 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC04 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC04 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC05 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC05 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC05 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC05 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC22 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC22 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC22 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC22 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC23 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC23 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC23 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC23 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC24 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC24 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC24 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC24 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC25 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC25 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC25 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC25 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC26 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC26 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC26 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC26 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC01 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC01 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC01 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC01 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC02 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC02 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 
Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC02 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC02 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC03 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC03 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC03 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC03 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC04 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC04 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC04 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC04 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC05 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC05 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC05 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC05 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC06 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC22 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC22 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC22 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC22 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC23 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC23 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC23 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC23 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC24 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC24 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC24 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC24 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC25 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC25 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC25 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC25 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC26 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC26 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC26 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC26 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



C.7.3. Plots of the spatial distribution of Standard Spectral Ratios: Ridge–

perpendicular profiles, whole models 
 

 
Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC51 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC51 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC51 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC51 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC52 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC52 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC52 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC52 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC53 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC53 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC53 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC53 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC54 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC54 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC54 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC54 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC55 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC55 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC55 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC55 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC56 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC56 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC56 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC56 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC57 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC57 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC57 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 
Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC57 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC51 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC51 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC51 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC51 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC52 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC52 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC52 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC52 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC53 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC53 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC53 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC53 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC54 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC54 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC54 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC54 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC55 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 
Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC55 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC55 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC55 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC56 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC56 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC56 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC56 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC57 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC57 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC57 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: BBC57 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 

 

 

 

 

 

C.7.4. Plots of the spatial distribution of Standard Spectral Ratios: Ridge–

perpendicular profiles, detail of the topography 
 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC51 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC51 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC51 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC51 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC52 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC52 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC52 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC52 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC53 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC53 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC53 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC53 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC54 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC54 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC54 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC54 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC55 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC55 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC55 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC55 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC56 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC56 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC56 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC56 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC57 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC57 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC57 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC57 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC51 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC51 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC51 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC51 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC52 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 
Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC52 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC52 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC52 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC53 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC53 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC53 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC53 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC54 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC54 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC54 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC54 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC55 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC55 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC55 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC55 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC56 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC56 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC56 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC56 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC57 ; Input signal: 2015p271070 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC57 ; Input signal: 2015p787164 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC57 ; Input signal: 2015p303492 



 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: BBC57 ; Input signal: 2015p822263 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



C.8. Plots of PGA distribution 

 
Horizontal PGA, as recorded within the central part of the models BBC01 – BBC07. Each row shows the results for 

one velocity profile (the codes of the profiles are in the subplot headers); each column shows the results from one 

seismic input signal. 



 

 
Horizontal PGA, as recorded within the central part of the models BBC22 – BBC27. Each row shows the results for 

one velocity profile (the codes of the profiles are in the subplot headers); each column shows the results from one 

seismic input signal. 



 

 
Vertical PGA, as recorded within the central part of the models BBC01 – BBC07. Each row shows the results for one 

velocity profile (the codes of the profiles are in the subplot headers); each column shows the results from one seismic 

input signal. 



 
Vertical PGA, as recorded within the central part of the models BBC22 – BBC27. Each row shows the results for one 

velocity profile (the codes of the profiles are in the subplot headers); each column shows the results from one seismic 

input signal. 

 



 
Horizontal PGA, as recorded within the central part of the models BBC51 – BBC57. Each row shows the results for 

one velocity profile (the codes of the profiles are in the subplot headers); each column shows the results from one 

seismic input signal. 



 
Vertical PGA, as recorded within the central part of the models BBC51 – BBC57. Each row shows the results for one 

velocity profile (the codes of the profiles are in the subplot headers); each column shows the results from one seismic 

input signal. 



C.9. Model – field data comparison: figures 

 

 

C.9.1. Ridge - parallel models 

 
Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC01. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC01. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC02. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC02. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC03. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC03. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC04. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC04. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC05. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC05. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC06. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC06. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC07. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC07. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC22. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC22. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC23. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC23. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC24. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC24. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC25. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC25. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC26. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC26. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC27. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC27. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results 

for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT station). 

 

 

 

 

 



C.9.2. Ridge – perpendicular models 

 
Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC51. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The plots show the comparison between the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC51. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The plots show the comparison between the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station 



 

Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC52. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The plots show the comparison between the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC52. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The plots show the comparison between the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station 



 

Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC53. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The plots show the comparison between the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC53. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The plots show the comparison between the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station 



 

Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC54. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The plots show the comparison between the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC54. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The plots show the comparison between the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station 



 

Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC55. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The plots show the comparison between the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC55. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The plots show the comparison between the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station 



 

Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC56. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The plots show the comparison between the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC56. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The plots show the comparison between the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station 



 

Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC57. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The plots show the comparison between the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station 



 

Comparison of the vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile BBC57. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The plots show the comparison between the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



C.9.3. Ridge - parallel models (with respect to the purely-topographic 
reference point) 
 Following plots of virtual SSR were calculated with respect to the ‘reference’ point 

112 from the purely homogeneous velocity profile BBC01. 

 

 
Comparison of the horizontal 'apparent' SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC01. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC01. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC02. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC02. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC03. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC03. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC04. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC04. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC05. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC05. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC06. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC06. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC07. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC07. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC22. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC22. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC23. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC23. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC24. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC24. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC25. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC25. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC26. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC26. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the horizontal ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC27. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC27. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The left column shows the results for 

point 129 (coinciding with BBCX station), the right column shows the results for point 149 (coinciding with BBCT 

station). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



C.9.4. Ridge - perpendicular models (with respect to the purely-topographic 
reference point) 
 

 
Comparison of the horizontal ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC51. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The plots show the comparison between 

the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station. 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC51. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The plots show the comparison between 

the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station. 



 

Comparison of the horizontal ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC52. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The plots show the comparison between 

the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station. 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC52. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The plots show the comparison between 

the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station. 



 

Comparison of the horizontal ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC53. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The plots show the comparison between 

the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station. 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC53. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The plots show the comparison between 

the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station. 



 

Comparison of the horizontal ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC54. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The plots show the comparison between 

the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station. 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC54. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The plots show the comparison between 

the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station. 



 

Comparison of the horizontal ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC55. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The plots show the comparison between 

the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station. 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC55. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The plots show the comparison between 

the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station. 



 

Comparison of the horizontal ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC56. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The plots show the comparison between 

the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station. 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC56. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The plots show the comparison between 

the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station. 



 

Comparison of the horizontal ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC57. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The plots show the comparison between 

the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station. 



 

Comparison of the vertical ‘apparent’ SSR (calculated with respect to the reference point from the velocity profile 

BBC01) from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the velocity profile BBC57. The orange line 

shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. The plots show the comparison between 

the point 129 and the spectrum from the BBCX station. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

D. Mitchell Street Ridge 
 

D.1. List of the analysed seismic events 

 This section contains the information on the seismic events, recorded on the Mitchell 

Street Ridge site and used for our analysis. 

GeoNet ID Magnitude Date (UTC) Time (UTC) Latitude Longitude Depth 

[km] 

2015p810979 3.66 28.10.2015 01:30:03 -41.1613 174.531 26.7 

2015p811672 2.31 28.10.2015 07:38:52 -41.1084 175.0703 25.9 

2015p811779 2.05 28.10.2015 08:35:54 -41.1849 174.5266 36.4 

2015p812413 3.35 28.10.2015 14:14:11 -39.0323 175.7158 7.9 

2015p812417 3.27 28.10.2015 14:15:42 -39.6599 174.2846 178.1 

2015p816356 3.51 30.10.2015 01:14:38 -38.4242 175.8798 138.6 

2015p818252 3.96 30.10.2015 18:04:52 -40.4306 174.7124 54.9 

2015p818471 2.72 30.10.2015 20:01:41 -41.9474 174.0193 26.1 

2015p821333 2.24 31.10.2015 21:26:36 -41.5985 174.2696 17.4 

2015p822263 5.38 01.11.2015 05:42:11 -39.3894 175.9597 54.9 

2015p833234 3.75 05.11.2015 07:07:20 -39.4039 177.8387 45.8 

2015p838680 3.07 07.11.2015 07:28:46 -40.6479 175.8911 19.8 

2015p840112 2.55 07.11.2015 20:11:43 -40.9449 174.9548 34.8 

2015p841697 4.02 08.11.2015 10:16:21 -40.5509 176.338 19.8 

2015p843868 2.5 09.11.2015 05:34:05 -41.0157 175.2601 24.5 

2015p844894 3.8 09.11.2015 14:39:52 -38.9555 176.1627 73.2 

2015p852520 3.17 12.11.2015 10:22:52 -40.5854 175.8867 27.7 

2015p852554 3.62 12.11.2015 10:41:04 -39.381 175.9443 42.9 

2015p857802 2.31 14.11.2015 09:17:25 -41.0149 174.8116 40.8 

2015p858437 2.09 14.11.2015 14:55:44 -41.7866 174.3407 35.5 

2015p858965 2.82 14.11.2015 19:36:44 -41.7396 174.3569 34.3 

2015p860483 2.12 15.11.2015 09:05:23 -41.285 174.0764 44.8 

2015p861536 2.73 15.11.2015 18:26:44 -41.5735 174.2827 8.2 

2015p862784 3.37 16.11.2015 05:31:26 -39.6199 174.0805 205 

2015p862949 2.53 16.11.2015 06:59:37 -41.5668 174.3545 14.8 

2015p863404 3.16 16.11.2015 11:01:55 -40.5922 176.2022 18.1 

2015p865583 2.75 17.11.2015 06:23:05 -41.4722 174.1713 38.5 

2015p866609 3.22 17.11.2015 15:29:23 -41.3977 174.0767 29.2 

2015p867408 2.17 17.11.2015 22:35:17 -41.3033 174.8351 29.6 

2015p870657 3.36 19.11.2015 03:26:32 -41.7574 173.7701 7.8 

2015p940361 2.73 14.12.2015 22:24:45 -40.9938 174.0466 51.4 

2015p941933 3.75 15.12.2015 12:22:34 -40.7598 174.3679 48.6 

2015p944252 2.02 16.12.2015 08:57:44 -41.8124 174.4793 34.1 

2015p946643 3.25 17.12.2015 06:11:58 -39.6935 174.1889 134.6 

2015p946645 2.32 17.12.2015 06:12:53 -41.0748 174.7798 18.2 

2015p947488 3.03 17.12.2015 13:42:53 -40.5585 174.9162 26.3 



 

 

2015p949658 2.14 18.12.2015 08:57:52 -41.7602 174.122 38.3 

2015p950642 3.68 18.12.2015 17:42:07 -40.5306 175.6575 34.8 

2015p955184 4.66 20.12.2015 10:02:16 -39.2573 177.4799 41.3 

2015p957605 5.05 21.12.2015 07:31:53 -35.6799 178.7682 258.9 

2015p958850 3.15 21.12.2015 18:36:53 -41.0762 175.2062 19.3 

2015p962869 2.53 23.12.2015 06:16:46 -40.963 174.6927 59.8 

2015p965580 2.32 24.12.2015 06:21:03 -41.3713 174.5122 55.2 

2015p966255 2.14 24.12.2015 12:21:03 -41.1199 174.0215 49.5 

2015p966339 2.24 24.12.2015 13:05:39 -42.1039 173.7947 19.2 

2015p973524 2.53 27.12.2015 04:53:50 -41.5992 174.2389 10.2 

2015p974519 2.63 27.12.2015 13:43:52 -41.1844 174.6524 34.8 

2015p974861 3.78 27.12.2015 16:47:08 -40.6386 174.7502 49.8 

2015p979578 2.67 29.12.2015 10:39:39 -41.6264 174.2532 15.5 

2015p981036 4.69 29.12.2015 23:36:17 -40.5176 175.9064 24.8 

2015p982203 3.29 30.12.2015 09:57:55 -40.6074 175.8848 31.5 

2015p983316 4.92 30.12.2015 19:50:49 -40.5618 173.4189 119.1 

2015p985703 2.08 31.12.2015 17:02:45 -41.7052 174.0376 13.7 

2015p986020 2.31 31.12.2015 19:51:39 -41.7166 174.0296 15.1 

2016p000344 3.44 01.01.2016 03:03:31 -40.9062 174.1366 52.8 

2016p000481 4.07 01.01.2016 04:16:43 -38.7939 175.1682 186.5 

2016p002233 2.19 01.01.2016 19:50:13 -41.2785 174.6728 31 

2016p002340 3.37 01.01.2016 20:46:54 -38.7528 175.2486 200 

2016p003793 2.69 02.01.2016 09:41:24 -41.2075 174.8116 32.9 

2016p004232 2.41 02.01.2016 13:35:13 -40.8236 175.0811 54.9 

2016p004570 3.64 02.01.2016 16:35:01 -40.6484 175.7134 5 

2016p008122 5.01 04.01.2016 00:07:55 -40.5838 176.4415 25.4 

2016p008353 4.07 04.01.2016 02:10:40 -40.5976 176.4537 23.7 

2016p009219 3.38 04.01.2016 09:52:25 -38.245 176.1299 146.5 

2016p010369 3.9 04.01.2016 20:04:57 -41.6029 174.2196 28.9 

2016p012882 2 05.01.2016 18:23:34 -41.3633 175.1157 26.8 

2016p016342 3.03 07.01.2016 01:07:08 -40.59 175.875 25 

2016p017579 2.34 07.01.2016 12:06:18 -41.1789 174.3252 55.2 

2016p024378 2.34 10.01.2016 00:28:51 -41.6444 174.4974 54.2 

2016p027054 4.34 11.01.2016 00:14:39 -38.0669 176.5375 137.8 

2016p029780 3.95 12.01.2016 00:27:19 -39.7739 174.7001 114.5 

2016p029931 4.14 12.01.2016 01:47:43 -40.2086 174.958 39.3 

2016p033261 2.46 13.01.2016 07:21:41 -40.8913 174.7516 50.5 

2016p033703 2.73 13.01.2016 11:16:57 -41.1545 175.1621 30.1 

2016p035310 2.52 14.01.2016 01:33:41 -41.725 174.6279 40.2 

2016p041377 2.61 16.01.2016 07:25:53 -41.6805 174.1648 15.1 

2016p041496 2.65 16.01.2016 08:29:19 -41.2922 175.3281 21.2 

2016p042250 2.07 16.01.2016 15:10:53 -41.0715 174.0227 52.8 

2016p046230 2.65 18.01.2016 02:31:45 -41.0588 174.3244 44.8 



 

 

2016p049742 2.34 19.01.2016 09:42:59 -41.64 174.4332 20.2 

2016p053339 2.93 20.01.2016 17:39:05 -42.0075 174.3087 12.5 

2016p053924 3.62 20.01.2016 22:51:07 -40.1285 174.8485 12.8 

2016p056449 2.2 21.01.2016 21:16:17 -41.5639 174.3672 10.2 

2016p060902 2.94 23.01.2016 12:49:03 -41.803 174.1056 4.5 

2016p068044 2.93 26.01.2016 04:14:06 -41.2974 175.3149 30.1 

2016p070462 2.21 27.01.2016 01:42:57 -41.2679 175.1623 24 

2016p071111 2.85 27.01.2016 07:27:58 -41.6662 174.4449 21.4 

2016p072185 3.26 27.01.2016 17:00:13 -41.2877 173.7778 35.7 

2016p075334 3.28 28.01.2016 20:58:20 -38.1749 176.1747 142.2 

2016p075939 4.07 29.01.2016 02:20:19 -41.3526 174.4073 32.5 

2016p080580 2.58 30.01.2016 19:33:30 -41.7039 174.1366 17.7 

2016p085032 4.1 01.02.2016 11:05:09 -38.5607 175.3371 257.8 

2016p087520 2.26 02.02.2016 09:10:42 -41.3057 173.9873 78.6 

2016p092212 3.09 04.02.2016 02:51:49 -38.6176 175.8134 144.8 

2016p093131 2.16 04.02.2016 11:00:25 -41.6404 174.2758 15.1 

2016p093339 3.35 04.02.2016 12:51:32 -38.8423 176.6743 42.6 

2016p102628 2.14 07.02.2016 23:20:43 -40.8695 174.8858 35.2 

2016p103776 4.69 08.02.2016 09:32:14 -37.643 179.7627 26.7 

2016p105478 5.75 09.02.2016 00:39:00 -42.0683 173.0748 48.1 

2016p106558 2.91 09.02.2016 10:14:24 -41.7428 174.5512 44.8 

2016p107850 2.43 09.02.2016 21:42:34 -41.1609 174.5055 36.4 

2016p108118 4.27 10.02.2016 00:05:30 -42.0762 173.0611 49.5 

2016p110956 3.76 11.02.2016 01:17:22 -40.5574 175.1107 5 

2016p115860 2.46 12.02.2016 20:50:37 -40.8006 175.2609 30.1 

2016p116129 2.52 12.02.2016 23:13:35 -40.8021 175.2546 33.8 

2016p117732 3.55 13.02.2016 13:28:00 -38.6496 175.834 120.3 

2016p125347 3.36 16.02.2016 09:05:14 -40.674 174.8363 26.4 

2016p125861 2.42 16.02.2016 13:39:10 -40.9285 174.6548 57 

2016p127067 3.03 17.02.2016 00:21:18 -43.5339 172.7969 7.9 

2016p127070 3.38 17.02.2016 00:23:18 -41.9004 174.0624 9.5 

2016p128172 3.3 17.02.2016 10:10:15 -41.9221 174.1015 9.7 

2016p133385 2.73 19.02.2016 08:27:31 -41.7561 174.1095 26.9 

2016p139436 3.03 21.02.2016 14:11:55 -39.0602 174.9474 199.4 

2016p139866 3.18 21.02.2016 18:00:59 -41.5464 174.3835 7.9 

2016p140897 4.97 22.02.2016 03:09:56 -41.892 174.2548 7.7 

2016p143255 4.54 23.02.2016 00:06:24 -36.8332 177.5889 197.5 

2016p143653 3.29 23.02.2016 03:38:51 -40.3092 173.5017 194.3 

2016p146698 3.24 24.02.2016 06:40:56 -38.577 175.6379 162.3 

2016p152611 2.78 26.02.2016 11:11:24 -41.1331 173.9032 51.4 

2016p154516 2.6 27.02.2016 04:06:19 -41.0519 174.2634 35.8 

2016p155273 4.05 27.02.2016 10:49:37 -36.3195 178.2049 33 

2016p155275 3.72 27.02.2016 10:50:41 -40.7291 175.5164 21.2 



 

 

2016p155711 4.48 27.02.2016 14:43:04 -40.3479 176.4556 18.4 

2016p158235 2.79 28.02.2016 13:07:48 -41.3594 173.8099 37.3 

2016p160705 3.17 29.02.2016 11:03:46 -41.3735 174.9461 19.8 

2016p171079 3.43 04.03.2016 07:11:22 -40.776 175.3448 21.6 

2016p171477 2.9 04.03.2016 10:43:15 -41.9967 173.9522 10.8 

2016p172796 2.47 04.03.2016 22:26:10 -41.161 175.1551 28.2 

2016p173365 3.15 05.03.2016 03:29:23 -40.8739 174.7277 6.7 

2016p177006 2.44 06.03.2016 11:49:10 -41.7223 174.5356 38.3 

2016p180035 3.19 07.03.2016 14:43:08 -42.1859 173.6899 25.8 

2016p183373 2.46 08.03.2016 20:21:37 -41.7612 174.3259 28.4 

2016p188721 2.05 10.03.2016 19:50:57 -41.4672 174.5969 18.6 

2016p188781 4.56 10.03.2016 20:24:01 -41.5952 174.4536 11.3 

2016p189168 3.18 10.03.2016 23:49:14 -40.9157 175.3558 26.5 

2016p198164 3.65 14.03.2016 07:42:17 -41.1558 174.7749 45.1 

2016p198491 4.65 14.03.2016 10:36:06 -42.274 173.0281 8.8 

2016p198827 2.83 14.03.2016 13:35:27 -41.9298 174.0609 7.4 

2016p199233 2.97 14.03.2016 17:11:23 -42.09 173.8971 12 

2016p204010 2.51 16.03.2016 11:36:48 -41.1071 174.7153 54.2 

2016p210793 2.4 18.03.2016 23:50:37 -41.2982 173.925 36.1 

2016p213395 2.06 19.03.2016 22:57:15 -41.0031 174.8093 55.2 

2016p216102 2.14 20.03.2016 22:59:39 -40.9356 175.1485 30.1 

2016p217622 2.95 21.03.2016 12:29:10 -41.5483 174.5175 44.8 

2016p219266 2.21 22.03.2016 03:04:58 -40.959 175.2034 25.9 

2016p221317 2.01 22.03.2016 21:18:01 -41.1574 174.5827 34.3 

2016p222482 3.28 23.03.2016 07:38:42 -41.7831 173.7937 16.5 

2016p222798 3.96 23.03.2016 10:27:16 -39.2577 174.8911 25.2 

2016p223291 2.19 23.03.2016 14:49:38 -41.0653 174.3173 57 

2016p226179 2.89 24.03.2016 16:28:35 -41.2176 174.5311 34.8 

2016p231670 3.8 26.03.2016 17:13:48 -40.2799 176.6926 18.4 

2016p234061 3.73 27.03.2016 14:28:03 -40.7022 174.4493 63.6 

2016p234733 2.19 27.03.2016 20:25:59 -41.416 174.9825 21.2 

2016p236665 2.39 28.03.2016 13:35:07 -41.0442 174.4795 17.4 

2016p237473 3.56 28.03.2016 20:45:52 -41.2513 172.6183 197.6 

2016p240881 2.19 30.03.2016 03:01:46 -41.2614 174.7151 35.2 

2016p242370 2.31 30.03.2016 16:14:47 -40.8852 174.49 64.1 

2016p242416 3.13 30.03.2016 16:39:40 -42.2819 174.1214 12.4 

2016p242438 2.23 30.03.2016 16:51:05 -41.1663 174.2351 59.8 

2016p245786 3.14 31.03.2016 22:35:09 -40.97 174.9039 39.4 

2016p246171 3.44 01.04.2016 02:00:04 -40.6412 174.9731 5.3 

2016p249696 3.36 02.04.2016 09:18:06 -40.6877 176.286 26.6 

2016p252317 2.8 03.04.2016 08:34:40 -40.7568 174.7146 26.7 

2016p252391 3.15 03.04.2016 09:14:50 -38.7439 175.1692 242.8 

2016p252483 2.92 03.04.2016 10:03:15 -41.0108 174.9198 21.1 



 

 

2016p259041 2.46 05.04.2016 20:17:17 -40.8481 175.3461 24.9 

2016p262458 4.5 07.04.2016 02:38:05 -37.6812 177.1867 99.2 

2016p263259 3.25 07.04.2016 09:44:47 -41.5458 174.405 9.5 

2016p263762 2.75 07.04.2016 14:12:38 -41.4533 174.6716 5.2 

2016p266442 2.06 08.04.2016 14:00:22 -40.9149 175.0108 39 

2016p268008 3.22 09.04.2016 03:54:49 -41.1397 173.5652 64.5 

2016p268316 2.44 09.04.2016 06:39:04 -42.1879 174.478 24.9 

2016p268443 3.89 09.04.2016 07:46:44 -41.4779 173.9703 39.5 

2016p275249 3.41 11.04.2016 20:13:18 -40.8873 175.4722 23.2 

2016p275260 2.36 11.04.2016 20:19:10 -40.9015 175.4582 23.5 

2016p275263 3.28 11.04.2016 20:20:34 -40.901 175.4552 23.9 

2016p275266 2.41 11.04.2016 20:22:06 -40.8983 175.4617 22.6 

2016p275305 2.28 11.04.2016 20:43:18 -40.8906 175.484 22.6 

2016p275341 2.15 11.04.2016 21:02:09 -40.9055 175.4516 23.3 

2016p275405 2.45 11.04.2016 21:36:01 -40.897 175.4771 22.1 

2016p275406 2.84 11.04.2016 21:36:50 -40.9015 175.4582 22.6 

2016p275421 2.65 11.04.2016 21:45:24 -40.8968 175.468 24.9 

2016p275454 2.69 11.04.2016 22:02:10 -40.9038 175.4793 24.5 

2016p275486 2.49 11.04.2016 22:19:03 -40.8985 175.4708 23.5 

2016p275522 2.93 11.04.2016 22:38:35 -40.9055 175.4821 24.9 

2016p275540 2.62 11.04.2016 22:47:54 -40.8796 175.4793 20.5 

2016p275576 3.75 11.04.2016 23:07:21 -40.8913 175.4656 23.9 

2016p275596 2.67 11.04.2016 23:18:04 -40.872 175.491 22.7 

2016p275656 3.33 11.04.2016 23:49:45 -40.8757 175.5012 23.4 

2016p275897 2.34 12.04.2016 01:58:01 -40.8941 175.4897 24.5 

2016p275907 2.62 12.04.2016 02:03:42 -41.5448 174.4286 19.8 

2016p275918 2.64 12.04.2016 02:09:16 -40.8769 175.4858 23.9 

2016p276440 3.44 12.04.2016 06:47:33 -40.8883 175.463 23 

2016p276458 2.9 12.04.2016 06:56:51 -41.5431 174.4258 20.2 

2016p276466 2.13 12.04.2016 07:01:32 -40.8906 175.484 23 

2016p278449 3.03 13.04.2016 00:38:09 -40.3664 174.9245 32.5 

2016p279169 2.17 13.04.2016 07:01:44 -40.9 175.4645 24 

2016p279912 3.38 13.04.2016 13:37:25 -43.4628 172.6784 5.8 

2016p279965 3.41 13.04.2016 14:05:27 -43.4597 172.6869 6.8 

2016p283637 3.49 14.04.2016 22:43:21 -39.3758 174.7836 147.9 

2016p283821 4.33 15.04.2016 00:20:24 -38.689 176.3767 72.5 

2016p305861 3.18 23.04.2016 04:02:46 -39.0904 174.8329 187.8 

2016p308349 3.29 24.04.2016 02:08:44 -42.2455 177.3578 33 

2016p313362 2.63 25.04.2016 22:39:28 -40.9951 174.1442 49.1 

2016p316432 3.33 27.04.2016 01:56:36 -40.0069 174.6053 93.6 

2016p316489 4.2 27.04.2016 02:25:22 -37.3593 177.6325 83.6 

2016p327102 4.35 01.05.2016 00:40:18 -40.27 176.3138 28.9 

2016p329780 4.47 02.05.2016 00:26:49 -37.1722 177.4945 125.2 



 

 

2016p332674 3.2 03.05.2016 02:09:00 -39.614 174.2252 181.2 

2016p332774 2.54 03.05.2016 03:02:00 -41.5576 174.3527 19.3 

2016p340369 2.83 05.05.2016 22:28:50 -41.5217 174.435 15.1 

2016p356457 3.07 11.05.2016 21:20:26 -40.9183 175.4486 23.8 

2016p380957 2.3 20.05.2016 22:54:21 -40.9214 175.4556 26.3 

2016p606885595 2.0 03.06.2016 8:15:00 50.0041 14.1651 0.2 

2016p424085 3.56 05.06.2016 21:52:46 -41.3103 172.8458 135.3 

2016p467418 2.13 21.06.2016 22:40:44 -41.0584 174.7894 32 

2016p486537 3.86 29.06.2016 00:27:24 -41.5478 174.4158 23.5 

2016p503652 2.34 05.07.2016 08:26:17 -41.0464 175.2835 17 

2016p504041 2.4 05.07.2016 11:53:23 -41.9589 173.8438 16.7 

2016p504493 2.57 05.07.2016 15:53:58 -41.76 174.0341 6.6 

2016p507692 2.65 06.07.2016 20:18:49 -40.9151 175.4389 19.2 

2016p516078 3.56 09.07.2016 22:46:32 -39.7073 175.6667 4.8 

2016p521680 2.32 12.07.2016 00:31:21 -41.3012 175.3298 24.9 

2016p523055 3.48 12.07.2016 12:43:47 -40.8993 173.7305 75.8 

2016p524225 3.04 12.07.2016 23:07:12 -41.3786 174.1981 49.4 

2016p525583 2.79 13.07.2016 11:10:40 -41.0743 174.9561 18.3 

2016p525718 2.53 13.07.2016 12:22:48 -41.0571 174.9701 26.3 

2016p528853 2.03 14.07.2016 16:12:58 -41.0255 175.4239 23.5 

2016p531318 2.91 15.07.2016 14:06:21 -41.3776 174.3614 23.2 

2016p532795 2.72 16.07.2016 03:13:36 -41.3454 174.5217 19.7 

2016p534421 3.01 16.07.2016 17:39:44 -38.2063 175.9457 195.1 

2016p537876 2.37 18.07.2016 00:20:49 -41.518 174.3678 15.1 

2016p539622 2.09 18.07.2016 15:50:58 -41.1388 174.2086 45.8 

2016p539750 2.43 18.07.2016 16:59:02 -41.3397 174.0067 50.5 

2016p543409 2.47 20.07.2016 01:28:50 -40.9224 175.4616 24.2 

2016p544832 3.26 20.07.2016 14:06:33 -42.1277 173.6527 45.1 

2016p545425 3.28 20.07.2016 19:22:29 -40.8893 172.5827 5 

2016p545772 2.42 20.07.2016 22:27:32 -40.8921 175.4777 19.8 

2016p546489 2.32 21.07.2016 04:49:27 -40.9422 174.7811 43 

2016p583828 2.31 04.08.2016 00:23:34 -41.1039 174.8321 46.7 

2016p585511 2.25 04.08.2016 15:20:39 -41.5507 174.7144 34.5 

2016p587741 4.27 05.08.2016 11:08:54 -40.4862 174.5075 44.6 

2016p589526 2.2 06.08.2016 03:00:11 -41.0855 174.6633 27 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

D.2. Analysis of the backazimuth effects onto the site polarisation 
Figures D.1 and D.2 give the results of the analysis of the effects of the source 

backazimuth on the polarisation of SSR and HVSR from the seismic stations. The analysis 

followed the methodology described in Section 4.5.2.4, but used only events from the 

backazimuth intervals 20°–60° and 200°–240° respectively. 

 
Figure D.1: Polarisation of the SSR from the stations MTSM (top) and MTSX (bottom). The left column shows the 

polarisation caused by the events with the backazimuths of 20°–60°. The right column shows polarisation caused by 

the events with the backazimuths of 200°–240° 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Figure D.2: The Polarisation of the HVSR from the MTSB (top), MTSM (middle) and MTSX (bottom). The left 

column shows the polarisation caused by the events with the backazimuths of 20°–60°. The right column shows 

polarisation caused by the events with the backazimuths of 200°–240° 

 

 



 

 

D.3. Locations of the history points within the model of the Mitchell Street 

Ridge 

Figure D.3 shows the distribution of the history points 

in our numerical models of the Mitchell Street Ridge. 

Highlighted are the history points coinciding with the 

seismic stations in the field (132, 138 and 153), as well as 

point 147, used to illustrate the effects of the manmade 

fill. 

 

Figure D.3: Spatial Distribution of the 

history points within the models of 

Mitchell Street Ridge. 



 

 

D.4. Additional plots of SSR from the selected history points  

 
Horizontal SSR from all the velocity profiles at a) the midslope point; b) the top of the ridge; c) the western edge of 

the ridge; and d) the toe of the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 

2016p242438 as the input. 



 

 

 
Horizontal SSR from all the velocity profiles at a) the midslope point; b) the top of the ridge; c) the western edge of 

the ridge; and d) the toe of the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 

2015p974861 as the input. 



 

 

 
Horizontal SSR from all the velocity profiles at a) the midslope point; b) the top of the ridge; c) the western edge of 

the ridge; and d) the toe of the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 

2016p140897 as the input. 



 

 

 
Horizontal SSR from all the velocity profiles at a) the midslope point; b) the top of the ridge; c) the western edge of 

the ridge; and d) the toe of the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 

2016p268443 as the input. 



 

 

 
Vertical SSR from all the velocity profiles at a) the midslope point; b) the top of the ridge; c) the western edge of the 

ridge; and d) the toe of the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2016p242438 

as the input. 



 

 

 
Vertical SSR from all the velocity profiles at a) the midslope point; b) the top of the ridge; c) the western edge of the 

ridge; and d) the toe of the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2015p974861 

as the input. 



 

 

 
Vertical SSR from all the velocity profiles at a) the midslope point; b) the top of the ridge; c) the western edge of the 

ridge; and d) the toe of the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2016p140897 

as the input. 



 

 

 
Vertical SSR from all the velocity profiles at a) the midslope point; b) the top of the ridge; c) the western edge of the 

ridge; and d) the toe of the ridge. The plots show the results obtained from the models using the signal 2016p268443 

as the input. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

C.5. Plots of SSR – comparisons of various input signals 

 

 
Comparison of the horizontal SSR for the history points 132, 138,147 and 153 (each column shows the data from one 

history point) and the velocity profiles MT01 – MTS05 (each row corresponds to one velocity profile). Each line in a 

subplot represents the results obtained using one input signal. 

 



 

 

 
Comparison of the horizontal SSR for the history points 132, 138,147 and 153 (each column shows the data from one 

history point) and the velocity profiles MT22 – MTS25 (each row corresponds to one velocity profile). Each line in a 

subplot represents the results obtained using one input signal. 

 



 

 

 
Comparison of the vertical SSR for the history points 132, 138,147 and 153 (each column shows the data from one 

history point) and the velocity profiles MT01 – MTS05 (each row corresponds to one velocity profile). Each line in a 

subplot represents the results obtained using one input signal. 



 

 

 
Comparison of the vertical SSR for the history points 132, 138,147 and 153 (each column shows the data from one 

history point) and the velocity profiles MT22 – MTS25 (each row corresponds to one velocity profile). Each line in a 

subplot represents the results obtained using one input signal. 

 



 

 

D.6. Plots of the spatial distribution of the SSR 

This section contains the plots of the spatial distribution of the SSR from the 

numerical models of the Mitchell Street Ridge. The top subplot shows the SSR (colour) as the 

function of the frequency (vertical axis) and their X coordinates (horizontal axis). This way it 

is possible to visualize the SSR changes across the whole model. The black triangles at the 

bottom of the top plot show the x-coordinates of the history points used for the analysis. The 

bottom plot shows the topographic profile across the model with the same x-scale as the top 

picture, so position within the model can be immediately seen.  

Section D.6.1 contains the plots showing the results from the whole models. Section 

D.6.2 contains the plots showing the results only from the central part of the model (the 

topography itself) and gives more detail picture of the model results in the area of interest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

D.6.1. Plots of the spatial distribution of SSR – whole models 
 

 
Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS01 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS01 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS01 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS01 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS02 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS02 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS02 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS02 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS03 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS03 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS03 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS03 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS04 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS04 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS04 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS04 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS05 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS05 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS05 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS05 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS22 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS22 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS22 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS22 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS23 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS23 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS23 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS23 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS24 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS24 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS24 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS24 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS25 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS25 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 
Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS25 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS25 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS01 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS01 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS01 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS01 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS02 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS02 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS02 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS02 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS03 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS03 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS03 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS03 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS04 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS04 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS04 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS04 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS05 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 
Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS05 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS05 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS05 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS22 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS22 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS22 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS22 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS23 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS23 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS23 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS23 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS24 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS24 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS24 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS24 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS25 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS25 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS25 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Whole model. Velocity profile: MTS25 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

D.6.2. Plots of the spatial distribution of SSR – detail of the topography 
 

 

 
Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS01 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS01 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS01 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS01 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS02 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS02 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS02 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS02 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS03 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS03 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS03 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS03 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS04 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS04 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS04 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS04 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS05 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS05 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS05 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS05 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS22 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS22 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS22 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS22 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS23 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS23 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS23 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS23 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS24 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS24 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS24 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS24 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 
Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS25 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS25 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS25 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Horizontal SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS25 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS01 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS01 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS01 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS01 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS02 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS02 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS02 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS02 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS03 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS03 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS03 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS03 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS04 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS04 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS04 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS04 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS05 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS05 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS05 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 
Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS05 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS22 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS22 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS22 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS22 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS23 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS23 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS23 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS23 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS24 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS24 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS24 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS24 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS25 ; Input signal: 2016p242438 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS25 ; Input signal: 2015p974861 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS25 ; Input signal: 2016p140897 



 

 

 

Vertical SSR: Detail of the topography. Velocity profile: MTS25 ; Input signal: 2016p268443 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

D.7. Plots of PGA distribution 

 
Horizontal PGA, as recorded within the central part of the models MTS01 – MTS05. Each row shows the results for 

one velocity profile (the codes of the profiles are in the subplot headers); each column shows the results from one 

seismic input signal. 



 

 

 
Horizontal PGA, as recorded within the central part of the models MTS22 – MTS25. Each row shows the results for 

one velocity profile (the codes of the profiles are in the subplot headers); each column shows the results from one 

seismic input signal. 

 



 

 

 
Vertical PGA, as recorded within the central part of the models MTS01 – MTS05. Each row shows the results for one 

velocity profile (the codes of the profiles are in the subplot headers); each column shows the results from one seismic 

input signal. 

 



 

 

 
Vertical PGA, as recorded within the central part of the models MTS22 – MTS25. Each row shows the results for one 

velocity profile (the codes of the profiles are in the subplot headers); each column shows the results from one seismic 

input signal. 

 



 

 

D.8. Model – field data comparison: figures 

 

 
Comparison of the Horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile MTS01. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 132 (coinciding with the MTSM station), the right column shows the 

results for point 138 (coinciding with the MTSX station). 



 

 

 

Comparison of the Vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile MTS01. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 132 (coinciding with the MTSM station), the right column shows the 

results for point 138 (coinciding with the MTSX station). 



 

 

 

Comparison of the Horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile MTS02. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 132 (coinciding with the MTSM station), the right column shows the 

results for point 138 (coinciding with the MTSX station). 



 

 

 

Comparison of the Vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile MTS02. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 132 (coinciding with the MTSM station), the right column shows the 

results for point 138 (coinciding with the MTSX station). 



 

 

 

Comparison of the Horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile MTS03. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 132 (coinciding with the MTSM station), the right column shows the 

results for point 138 (coinciding with the MTSX station). 



 

 

 

Comparison of the Vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile MTS03. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 132 (coinciding with the MTSM station), the right column shows the 

results for point 138 (coinciding with the MTSX station). 



 

 

 

Comparison of the Horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile MTS04. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 132 (coinciding with the MTSM station), the right column shows the 

results for point 138 (coinciding with the MTSX station). 



 

 

 

Comparison of the Vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile MTS04. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 132 (coinciding with the MTSM station), the right column shows the 

results for point 138 (coinciding with the MTSX station). 



 

 

 

Comparison of the Horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile MTS05. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 132 (coinciding with the MTSM station), the right column shows the 

results for point 138 (coinciding with the MTSX station). 



 

 

 

Comparison of the Vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile MTS05. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 132 (coinciding with the MTSM station), the right column shows the 

results for point 138 (coinciding with the MTSX station). 



 

 

 

Comparison of the Horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile MTS22. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 132 (coinciding with the MTSM station), the right column shows the 

results for point 138 (coinciding with the MTSX station). 



 

 

 

Comparison of the Vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile MTS22. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 132 (coinciding with the MTSM station), the right column shows the 

results for point 138 (coinciding with the MTSX station). 



 

 

 

Comparison of the Horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile MTS23. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 132 (coinciding with the MTSM station), the right column shows the 

results for point 138 (coinciding with the MTSX station). 



 

 

 

Comparison of the Vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile MTS23. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 132 (coinciding with the MTSM station), the right column shows the 

results for point 138 (coinciding with the MTSX station). 



 

 

 

Comparison of the Horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile MTS24. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 132 (coinciding with the MTSM station), the right column shows the 

results for point 138 (coinciding with the MTSX station). 



 

 

 

Comparison of the Vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile MTS24. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 132 (coinciding with the MTSM station), the right column shows the 

results for point 138 (coinciding with the MTSX station). 



 

 

 

Comparison of the Horizontal 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile MTS25. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 132 (coinciding with the MTSM station), the right column shows the 

results for point 138 (coinciding with the MTSX station). 



 

 

 

Comparison of the Vertical 'apparent' SSR from the numerical models with the field SSR, calculated from the 

velocity profile MTS25. The orange line shows the field observations; the green line shows the results from the model. 

The left column shows the results for point 132 (coinciding with the MTSM station), the right column shows the 

results for point 138 (coinciding with the MTSX station). 

 



E. Saint Gerard’s Monastery 
 

 

E.1. List of the analysed seismic events 

 Following list contains the information on the seismic events, recorded on Saint 

Gerard’s Monastery site and used for our analysis. 

GeoNet ID Magnitude Date (UTC) Time (UTC) Latitude Longitude Depth [km] 

2013p556633 3.61 25.07.2013 22:54:19 -41.6474 174.2146 17.5 

2013p556647 4.19 25.07.2013 23:01:34 -40.9846 174.5079 63.9 

2013p557203 2.7 26.07.2013 03:57:59 -41.5325 174.3857 11.9 

2013p557376 2.67 26.07.2013 05:30:06 -41.5935 174.2395 12 

2013p557378 2.56 26.07.2013 05:30:05 -41.6279 174.2545 21.1 

2013p557453 3.42 26.07.2013 06:11:52 -41.5954 174.257 6.5 

2013p557458 3.01 26.07.2013 06:13:42 -41.0333 175.4137 25.3 

2013p557550 2.72 26.07.2013 07:02:53 -41.6031 174.3461 5.6 

2013p557714 2.19 26.07.2013 08:30:24 -41.5916 174.3046 11.4 

2013p557730 3.43 26.07.2013 08:38:32 -41.6378 174.3703 16.6 

2013p557790 2.42 26.07.2013 09:11:01 -41.5743 174.3118 9.8 

2013p557820 2.79 26.07.2013 09:26:38 -41.2043 174.041 60.9 

2013p557890 2.39 26.07.2013 10:03:49 -41.6054 174.2609 7 

2013p558000 2.24 26.07.2013 11:02:54 -41.6658 174.1871 10.3 

2013p558004 2.67 26.07.2013 11:04:31 -41.5931 174.3475 5.1 

2013p558022 2.3 26.07.2013 11:14:19 -41.6467 174.2486 5.1 

2013p558027 2.47 26.07.2013 11:16:53 -41.5897 174.3442 5.1 

2013p558057 3.41 26.07.2013 11:32:48 -41.6182 174.2235 5.1 

2013p558092 2.91 26.07.2013 11:51:31 -41.5817 174.3708 16 

2013p558138 2.41 26.07.2013 12:16:02 -41.5899 174.294 6.5 

2013p558161 3.14 26.07.2013 12:28:36 -41.5775 174.2566 5.1 

2013p558196 2.42 26.07.2013 12:47:11 -41.521 174.4844 9.6 

2013p558207 2.14 26.07.2013 12:52:41 -41.4919 175.0091 5.2 

2013p558288 2.48 26.07.2013 13:36:29 -41.3957 175.1836 5.1 

2013p558323 3.45 26.07.2013 13:54:33 -41.7474 174.2398 11.2 

2013p558347 2.64 26.07.2013 14:07:47 -41.719 174.3522 5.4 

2013p558356 2.67 26.07.2013 14:12:19 -41.5418 174.54 11.2 

2013p558393 2.14 26.07.2013 14:31:50 -41.6366 174.3859 5.1 

2013p558416 3.39 26.07.2013 14:44:09 -41.7734 174.2468 7 

2013p558468 3.39 26.07.2013 15:12:13 -41.6123 174.2491 9.6 

2013p558476 2.6 26.07.2013 15:16:07 -41.5648 174.3008 12.1 

2013p558481 2.71 26.07.2013 15:18:55 -41.5777 174.3051 9.6 

2013p558513 2.76 26.07.2013 15:35:51 -41.7369 174.2538 5.6 

2013p558622 2.45 26.07.2013 16:34:16 -41.552 174.3197 5.1 

2013p558623 2.6 26.07.2013 16:34:59 -41.5877 174.3113 5.1 

2013p558662 3.13 26.07.2013 16:55:12 -41.6181 174.232 5.1 



2013p558672 2.39 26.07.2013 17:00:40 -41.6102 174.3489 5.1 

2013p558857 2.65 26.07.2013 18:39:21 -41.6504 174.2403 12.8 

2013p559004 2.69 26.07.2013 19:57:52 -41.612 174.2322 10 

2013p559052 2.7 26.07.2013 20:23:20 -41.5169 174.4088 15.5 

2013p559250 2.62 26.07.2013 22:08:52 -41.5635 174.5662 8.6 

2013p559433 2.45 26.07.2013 23:46:04 -41.757 174.3126 5.1 

2013p559435 3.26 26.07.2013 23:47:21 -41.6438 174.2197 12.3 

2013p559470 2.5 27.07.2013 00:06:02 -41.6501 174.2003 6 

2013p559474 3.15 27.07.2013 00:08:12 -41.5008 174.4419 14 

2013p559579 3.19 27.07.2013 01:03:48 -41.6399 174.2728 5.1 

2013p559786 2.29 27.07.2013 02:54:27 -41.6038 174.3768 12.6 

2013p559873 3.77 27.07.2013 03:41:24 -41.625 174.3321 13.6 

2013p560144 3.15 27.07.2013 06:05:06 -41.7728 174.3381 16.1 

2013p560413 2.76 27.07.2013 08:28:19 -41.5215 174.4073 14.8 

2013p560490 2.42 27.07.2013 09:09:31 -41.5793 174.3033 14 

2013p560718 2.98 27.07.2013 11:10:35 -41.5503 174.2829 10 

2013p560958 2.7 27.07.2013 13:18:35 -41.622 174.2307 9.6 

2013p561043 2.73 27.07.2013 14:04:10 -41.6511 174.2194 5.1 

2013p561118 2.41 27.07.2013 14:43:55 -41.6114 174.4112 23.4 

2013p561144 2.38 27.07.2013 14:57:55 -41.5094 174.423 14.9 

2013p561146 3.55 27.07.2013 14:58:56 -39.6472 174.1493 227.2 

2013p561212 2.1 27.07.2013 15:34:03 -41.6256 174.3034 8.2 

2013p561250 2.54 27.07.2013 15:54:12 -41.6975 174.1121 16.4 

2013p561342 3.73 27.07.2013 16:43:32 -41.6663 174.2133 17.2 

2013p561357 2.27 27.07.2013 16:51:23 -41.6001 174.3303 5.1 

2013p561455 2.76 27.07.2013 17:43:23 -41.6634 174.2546 11.2 

2013p561485 2.15 27.07.2013 17:59:22 -41.5783 174.305 5.1 

2013p561737 2.87 27.07.2013 20:13:28 -41.5622 174.3898 11.4 

2013p561823 4.44 27.07.2013 20:59:49 -41.698 174.1985 10.7 

2013p561983 3.96 27.07.2013 22:24:58 -41.6886 174.1976 10.3 

2013p562039 2.4 27.07.2013 22:54:54 -41.5311 174.379 16.5 

2013p562174 3.89 28.07.2013 00:06:36 -41.6704 174.2034 12.9 

2013p562208 2.79 28.07.2013 00:24:31 -41.6409 174.3413 7.6 

2013p562387 3.82 28.07.2013 02:00:16 -41.5004 173.0337 120.5 

2013p562403 3.75 28.07.2013 02:09:04 -41.6448 174.2674 12.6 

2013p562675 2.94 28.07.2013 04:33:22 -41.5781 174.3058 5.1 

2013p562771 3.56 28.07.2013 05:24:50 -40.1819 173.4546 208 

2013p563204 3.68 28.07.2013 09:15:28 -41.7474 174.2398 11 

2013p563206 3.41 28.07.2013 09:16:37 -41.6525 174.2393 6.8 

2013p563450 2.2 28.07.2013 11:26:28 -41.5115 174.4427 10 

2013p563474 2.07 28.07.2013 11:39:23 -41.6176 174.3378 7 

2013p563539 2.86 28.07.2013 12:14:18 -41.7494 174.2519 5.1 

2013p563556 2.26 28.07.2013 12:23:24 -41.5257 174.3944 5.4 



2013p563618 2.83 28.07.2013 12:56:02 -41.6631 174.2608 9.2 

2013p563639 5.39 28.07.2013 13:07:14 -41.6948 174.2955 11.7 

2013p563651 3.19 28.07.2013 13:14:24 -41.6006 174.2608 5.1 

2013p563658 3.02 28.07.2013 13:18:17 -41.5447 174.4032 10.7 

2013p563672 2.49 28.07.2013 13:24:59 -41.6171 174.2568 5.1 

2013p563682 2.39 28.07.2013 13:30:16 -41.5907 174.2932 5.1 

2013p563685 2.1 28.07.2013 13:31:26 -41.5089 174.2513 5.1 

2013p563696 2.01 28.07.2013 13:37:26 -41.5788 174.2849 7.4 

2013p563704 3.27 28.07.2013 13:41:41 -41.634 174.2621 10.7 

2013p563713 2.26 28.07.2013 13:46:54 -41.5479 174.2648 10.3 

2013p563733 2.86 28.07.2013 13:57:03 -41.5772 174.2682 13.6 

2013p563737 2.48 28.07.2013 13:59:27 -41.6053 174.2794 5.1 

2013p563761 3.45 28.07.2013 14:12:35 -41.7476 174.2545 11.9 

2013p563797 3.26 28.07.2013 14:31:20 -41.6407 174.2642 10 

2013p563805 3.4 28.07.2013 14:35:28 -41.7612 174.3414 19.9 

2013p563819 2.26 28.07.2013 14:42:51 -41.5878 174.3105 7.9 

2013p564303 3.27 28.07.2013 19:00:45 -41.6612 174.2588 11 

2013p564454 3.69 28.07.2013 20:21:34 -41.7664 174.2618 10.5 

2013p565493 3.09 29.07.2013 05:34:43 -41.5483 174.2139 9.4 

2013p565600 3.79 29.07.2013 06:32:00 -41.6067 174.2653 12.3 

2013p565962 4.08 29.07.2013 09:44:41 -41.5393 174.3901 16.3 

2013p565964 3.94 29.07.2013 09:45:00 -41.5492 174.394 21.3 

2013p566152 3.4 29.07.2013 11:25:51 -41.9909 174.624 5.2 

2013p566295 3.36 29.07.2013 12:42:09 -41.6563 174.207 16.1 

2013p566365 3.54 29.07.2013 13:19:26 -40.6553 173.41 161.8 

2013p566656 3.23 29.07.2013 15:54:33 -41.7714 174.3182 21.3 

2013p566944 4.6 29.07.2013 18:27:42 -37.3232 177.3276 154.8 

2013p567953 3.1 30.07.2013 03:25:45 -41.6459 174.2155 13.6 

2013p569710 3.36 30.07.2013 19:01:48 -41.5177 174.3925 14.8 

2013p570132 4.05 30.07.2013 22:46:29 -38.8289 175.9361 107.5 

2013p571282 3.89 31.07.2013 08:59:29 -41.6996 174.3736 18.9 

2013p571478 4.49 31.07.2013 10:43:48 -36.8912 179.038 13.8 

2013p571858 3.24 31.07.2013 14:06:04 -42.5761 172.5319 4.5 

2013p572039 3.56 31.07.2013 15:42:24 -41.6814 174.2288 9.6 

2013p572271 4.23 31.07.2013 17:46:05 -41.781 174.3338 16.6 

2013p572278 3.72 31.07.2013 17:49:52 -41.7737 174.3395 11.7 

2013p572878 4.87 31.07.2013 23:10:11 -41.5567 174.3876 15.6 

2013p572964 4.24 31.07.2013 23:55:39 -41.5519 174.3929 17.6 

2013p573115 3.33 01.08.2013 01:15:48 -41.9294 174.0453 8.6 

2013p573250 3.93 01.08.2013 02:27:39 -41.5571 174.386 15.3 

2013p573877 3.64 01.08.2013 08:02:52 -41.8113 174.3433 13.6 

2013p574429 5.2 01.08.2013 12:56:13 -41.7303 174.3243 6.2 

2013p574798 3.78 01.08.2013 16:12:41 -41.717 174.1995 18.9 



2013p575071 4.47 01.08.2013 18:38:13 -41.5531 174.3927 17.1 

2013p576031 3.53 02.08.2013 03:09:45 -41.8027 174.3337 13.6 

2013p576771 3.12 02.08.2013 09:44:18 -41.6239 174.056 5.2 

2013p577138 4.01 02.08.2013 12:59:28 -41.6996 174.0979 10.9 

2013p577265 3.2 02.08.2013 14:06:49 -41.6338 174.3825 20.5 

2013p577863 3.21 02.08.2013 19:25:43 -41.6392 174.2189 10 

2013p578333 3.92 02.08.2013 23:36:07 -41.5873 174.3283 13.3 

2013p578410 3.69 03.08.2013 00:17:01 -41.6584 174.2554 12 

2013p578848 3.29 03.08.2013 04:10:19 -41.5754 174.3848 6 

2013p579115 3.21 03.08.2013 06:32:32 -41.7708 174.326 15.7 

2013p579458 4.02 03.08.2013 09:35:37 -41.587 174.3685 15.3 

2013p579587 3.04 03.08.2013 10:44:07 -41.5417 174.3951 10 

2013p581230 3.42 04.08.2013 01:19:21 -41.6129 174.3817 8.6 

2013p582570 3.43 04.08.2013 13:14:06 -38.5716 176.1483 111.2 

2013p582789 3.18 04.08.2013 15:10:09 -41.5641 174.3402 6.6 

2013p583156 3.44 04.08.2013 18:25:39 -40.2591 174.1649 102.7 

2013p583947 3.43 05.08.2013 01:27:07 -41.7001 174.0986 9.3 

2013p584352 3.86 05.08.2013 05:03:15 -41.6343 174.2813 12.1 

2013p585942 3.58 05.08.2013 19:10:11 -41.2153 173.9709 58.1 

2013p586928 3.13 06.08.2013 03:55:44 -41.5771 174.4401 23.3 

2013p588981 3.61 06.08.2013 22:09:04 -41.6429 174.2029 11 

2013p590029 3.31 07.08.2013 07:27:30 -41.6828 174.2278 13.3 

2013p591300 3.67 07.08.2013 18:45:08 -41.6664 174.2102 18 

2013p594485 3.86 08.08.2013 23:02:02 -42.1056 173.9111 30.9 

2013p596281 3.43 09.08.2013 14:58:31 -40.4064 174.3613 36.3 

2013p596307 3.04 09.08.2013 15:12:54 -38.5666 175.9306 146.3 

2013p596824 3.17 09.08.2013 19:48:16 -41.6251 174.386 18.1 

2013p598341 3.19 10.08.2013 09:16:12 -41.5938 174.2588 19.5 

2013p599807 3.25 10.08.2013 22:17:29 -41.5811 174.2306 13.8 

2013p600145 3.33 11.08.2013 01:17:35 -41.548 174.4358 21.8 

2013p601893 3.85 11.08.2013 16:48:54 -43.6202 172.6646 24.3 

2013p602050 3.42 11.08.2013 18:12:27 -41.5642 174.3448 14 

2013p603976 3.63 12.08.2013 11:18:27 -40.9309 174.1874 52.2 

2013p605037 3.29 12.08.2013 20:44:12 -41.5981 174.2327 18.3 

2013p613809 5.39 16.08.2013 02:37:27 -41.7061 174.127 9 

2013p613817 4.28 16.08.2013 02:41:47 -41.5002 174.3304 8 

2013p613824 5.39 16.08.2013 02:45:27 -41.7638 174.1168 5.8 

2013p613832 4.49 16.08.2013 02:49:54 -41.6042 174.3151 5.1 

2013p613836 4.73 16.08.2013 02:51:51 -41.7275 174.0813 5.1 

2013p613840 4.46 16.08.2013 02:53:56 -41.7488 174.0673 5.1 

2013p613844 5.02 16.08.2013 02:56:27 -41.5977 174.2659 8.5 

2013p613857 3.22 16.08.2013 03:03:14 -41.643 173.9112 35.2 

2013p613879 4.57 16.08.2013 03:15:06 -41.7469 174.0807 5.1 



2013p613891 5.01 16.08.2013 03:21:31 -41.7762 174.0577 17.3 

2013p613899 3.17 16.08.2013 03:25:47 -41.711 174.0645 18.8 

2013p613905 4.38 16.08.2013 03:29:01 -41.847 174.1522 39.9 

2013p613909 4.31 16.08.2013 03:30:45 -41.7234 174.146 16.5 

2013p613915 3.44 16.08.2013 03:34:11 -41.743 174.082 5.1 

2013p613924 3.83 16.08.2013 03:39:03 -41.7098 174.1033 5.8 

2013p613971 4.37 16.08.2013 04:03:54 -41.6472 174.257 5.1 

2013p614058 3.64 16.08.2013 04:50:33 -41.6571 174.183 6.3 

2013p614073 3.64 16.08.2013 04:58:08 -41.7062 174.1162 8.2 

2013p614077 4.25 16.08.2013 05:02:26 -41.6155 174.0095 5.1 

2013p614103 4.12 16.08.2013 05:14:51 -40.8788 173.8808 22.3 

2013p614119 3.51 16.08.2013 05:22:58 -41.7898 174.0928 11 

2013p614122 4.57 16.08.2013 05:24:17 -41.698 174.1545 5.1 

2013p614140 4.36 16.08.2013 05:34:05 -41.5384 174.2801 12.4 

2013p614177 3.2 16.08.2013 05:53:51 -41.6699 174.2992 5.1 

2013p614229 3.67 16.08.2013 06:21:20 -41.7355 174.2339 11.7 

2013p614241 3.04 16.08.2013 06:28:31 -39.9078 175.4688 5.1 

2013p614252 3.68 16.08.2013 06:33:48 -41.7652 174.2774 21.8 

2013p614265 3.04 16.08.2013 06:40:54 -41.6776 174.0217 23.6 

2013p614268 5.21 16.08.2013 06:42:40 -41.6913 174.2899 20.1 

2013p614289 4.88 16.08.2013 06:53:34 -41.6987 174.1436 18.5 

2013p614302 3.23 16.08.2013 07:00:20 -41.6951 174.3202 23.5 

2013p614306 3.56 16.08.2013 07:02:49 -41.5545 174.2623 15.9 

2013p614320 3.65 16.08.2013 07:10:10 -41.7235 174.2805 22.2 

2013p614327 3.96 16.08.2013 07:13:54 -41.714 174.098 7.5 

2013p614345 4.67 16.08.2013 07:23:15 -41.8786 174.2342 26.6 

2013p614401 3.94 16.08.2013 07:53:27 -41.8077 174.2757 5.1 

2013p614413 3.87 16.08.2013 07:59:36 -41.6525 174.2755 17.3 

2013p614424 3.21 16.08.2013 08:05:34 -41.6844 174.2832 5.4 

2013p614479 3.65 16.08.2013 08:35:35 -41.6243 174.2751 5.1 

2013p614487 5.2 16.08.2013 08:38:54 -41.7379 174.1145 21.8 

2013p614512 3.76 16.08.2013 08:52:29 -41.6641 174.2646 13.4 

2013p614525 3.65 16.08.2013 08:59:17 -41.7499 174.0988 21.8 

2013p614529 3.37 16.08.2013 09:01:04 -41.7134 174.1058 6.8 

2013p614566 3.57 16.08.2013 09:21:47 -41.1755 174.5464 29.8 

2013p614649 3.34 16.08.2013 10:05:33 -41.6383 174.2746 12.4 

2013p614706 3.73 16.08.2013 10:35:40 -41.6108 174.1699 5.4 

2013p614755 3.28 16.08.2013 11:01:57 -41.6786 174.142 26.2 

2013p614761 3.82 16.08.2013 11:04:39 -41.7854 174.0857 12.1 

2013p614828 3.1 16.08.2013 11:40:34 -41.7369 174.2228 16.4 

2013p614929 3.66 16.08.2013 12:34:30 -41.7135 174.3916 5.1 

 

 



F. Te Ahumairangi Hill 
 

 

Te Ahumairangi Hill (formerly Tinakori Hill) is a dominant topographic feature west 

of the Wellington city centre. Its southeastern flanks are part of the Wellington Town Belt 

and as such is owned by the Wellington City Council and used for recreation purposes. Its 

remaining flanks were used for urban development and three suburbs can be found on its 

slopes.  

The hill was the first site chosen for instrumentation and investigation during this 

research. However, the processing of the seismic data from the site revealed multiple issues 

related to the quality of the recorded seismic data. The sources of some of the problems have 

not yet been found. These issues made the results of the seismic monitoring on this site 

useless for the following analyses and our findings from Te Ahumairangi Hill were thus not 

developed into a full case study. This appendix contains the information on the geology and 

topography of the site and overview of a seismic survey conducted on the top of the hill. 

 

 

F.1. Site characteristics 

 

 

F.1.1. Site topography 

Te Ahumairangi Hill is an approximately north-northeast – south-southwest elongated 

ridge. Its southeastern flank is highly convex, with the lower parts of the slopes reaching the 

angle of approximately 35°, while the upper parts are formed in the angle of approximately 

15°–25° (Hancox, et al. 2015). The lower, steeper parts of the slope represent the eroded fault 

scarp of the Wellington fault. The slopes are divided into series of local spurs and steep 

gullies.  

The upper parts of the northwestern flank of the slope, on the other hand, is 

characterized by a steeper upper parts and more gentle (around 15°) lower part of the slope. 

The topography of this area is generally more uniform than the southeastern flank. 

 

 

F.1.2. Site geology 

The information on the geology of the Te Ahumairangi Hill in the available literature 

is sparse. The presence of the Wellington Fault along the toe of the southeastern flank of the 

hill was described for instance by Cotton (1957) and Begg & Mazengrab (1996). Perrin & 

Campbell (1992) analysed a cross-section across the southeastern flank of the hill and the 

Wellington fault and shown that in the vicinity of the fault, the depth of bedrock increases 

significantly.  

Naeser, et al. (1980) noted that on the Te Ahumairangi Hill, relatively unweathered 

Greywacke outcrops along the Wellington Fault trace, while on the northwestern flank the 



remains of the weathered K-surface are still preserved. The latter has been observed also by 

Te Punga (1964). 

In order to obtain more detailed information on the geology of the site, field mapping 

was carried out in two stages. During the terrain reconnaissance, GPS coordinates, 

approximate dimensions and weathering profiles of close to 180 outcrops were documented. 

The overview of approximate depths of the documented outcrops is shown in Figure F.1. 

Based on the results of this phase, one of the local spurs was selected for seismic 

instrumentation and the detailed geological mapping was undertaken.  

In the upper parts of the slopes, moderately weathered Greywacke predominantly 

outcrops below up to 1 m of colluvium. Three large outcrops on the southeastern flank (two 

former quarries and a local cliff) suggest the thickness of moderately weathered zone is 

relatively low (up to few meters). The documentation of the outcrops in the gully northeast of 

the investigated spur has shown that the rock quality decreases with increasing proximity to 

the Wellington Fault trace. Near the gully mouth, the encountered rock mass has character of 

moderately weathered rock, with the original structure mostly lost due to tectonic 

deformation.  

At the toe of the investigated spur, in close proximity of the Wellington Fault scarp, a 

colluvial fan has accumulated. Similar fans were observed on multiple locations along the 

Wellington Fault scarp (Brabhaharan, et al. 1994). Through the colluvium, the steep 

unsupported road cut of Grant Road has been constructed (Figure F.2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Figure F.1: Locations and approximate depths of the outcrops documented during the terrain reconnaissance on Te 

Ahumairangi Hill. The blue square shows the location of the found tension cracks, near which the midslope station 

THLX was later installed. 

   



 
Figure F.2: A steep road cut through the colluvial fan at the toe of the southeastern flank of the hill. The surface trace 

of the active Wellington Fault lies in close proximity of this cut. 

During the installation of the midslope station THLX, several tension cracks and other 

signs of active slope movement were discovered at the top of the scree body, in the area of 

the first break of the slope (Figure F.1). No signs of re-activation were spotted over the period 

of operation of the array. Whether these tension cracks were initiated during the 2013 

Magnitude 6.5 Cook Straight earthquake was impossible to assess, but considering the visual 

outlook of the cracks this remains a possibility. After the array was removed from Te 

Ahumairangi Hill, the site quickly overgrew with blackberries and further monitoring of the 

cracks became impossible. 

The field mapping on the southeastern flank also provided evidence of the 

complicated geomorphological evolution of the area. Near the top of the investigated spur, a 

Holocene fossil gully (Cotton & Te Punga 1955) was documented in the cut of the public 

footpath (Figure F.3). The presence of this feature near the crest of the ridge suggests that the 

terrain inversion described by Cotton & Te Punga (1955) took place on this site. 



 
Figure F.3: Fossil gully, outcropping in the cut of a public path near the crest of a spur. Highlighted is the base of the 

gully. 

The upper, steeper part of the northwestern flank seems to be in general more 

weathered than the southeastern flank, and highly weathered greywacke several meters thick 

can still be locally found. In the lower parts of the northwestern flank, several remains of the 

red-weathered K-surface can still be found. However, these remains are highly local and tend 

to terminate sharply. In the rest of this area, highly weathered Greywacke outcrops, although 

outcrops of other weathering grades (slightly to moderately weathered and completely 

weathered) are also frequent.  

 

 

F.2.: Seismic survey 

 One of the problems in creating a geological profile of Te Ahumairangi hill was 

establishing the thickness of the weathered layer along the top of the ridge. In order to create 

a representative velocity profile, a seismic survey was undertaken on the top of the hill. The 

survey was organized by L. Janků (University of Canterbury), C. Massey and A. Kaiser 

(GNS Science), and A. Pancha (at that time University of Victoria), funded by the GNS 

Science and carried out by A. Pancha, L. Janků and a crew of students from the University of 

Victoria. N. Palmer, G. Archibald (GNS Science) and L. Čápová (University of Victoria) 

assisted with the geodetic works. The seismic survey used two methods.  

The first method was the ReMi technique, developed by Louie (2001) primarily for 

the basin environment. This method was successfully used for instance by Pancha, Anderson, 

et al. (2008) and Panzera, et al. (2011).  The method is based on the analysis of seismic 

microtremors recorded by an array of vertical-component-only seismographs (Louie 2001). 

This way, the vertical component of the seismic noise, dominated by Rayleigh waves, is 

recorded and separated from the other waves by the slowness-frequency transformation 

(Pancha, et al. 2008). Stephenson, et al. (2005) proved the effectiveness of the method in the 

basin environment, defined by horizontal layers with high impedance contrast, while Coccia 

et al. (2010) confirmed usefulness of the method in landslide-prone terrain. The results of the 

ReMi survey are shown in Figure F.4. 

The second method was the refraction seismics, using the processing method based on 

Pullammanappallil & Louie (1993) and Pullammanappallil & Louie (1994). This method has 



been used for assessment of the bedrock fracturing depth by Clarke & Burbank (2010). The 

results of the refraction seismics are shown in Figure F.5. 

 

 

 



 
Figure F.4: S-wave velocity, calculated from the result of the ReMi survey by A. Pancha, University of Victoria. The 

profile is oriented approximately from west-northwest to east-southeast. The elevation is expressed in meters above 

the mean sea level. The horizontal coordinates have been measured from the location of the first installed 

seismograph 



 
Figure F.5: P-wave velocity, calculated from the result of the refraction seismic survey by A. Pancha, University of 

Victoria. The profile is oriented approximately from west-northwest to east-southeast. The elevation is expressed in 

meters above the mean sea level. The horizontal coordinates have been measured from the location of the first shot. 



F.3. Seismic observation 

An array of 3 stations was installed on the site 

between 25.8.2014 and 17.3.2015. The installation and 

operation of the seismic array on the site was carried out 

with consent of the affected land owners (Wellington 

Pottery Association and Chorus Limited) and a 

Wellington park ranger. Table F.1 summarises the details 

of the installed stations, while Figure F.6 shows their 

photos. PTSW station was used as the reference station. 

The locations of the stations, as well as the investigated 

profile, are shown in Figure F.7.  

Station code: PTSW 
GPS 

Coordinates: 

S 41° 16’ 19.982’’ 

E 174° 46’ 28.718” 

Configuration: Weak motion station 

Bedrock: 
Slightly or moderately weathered 

Greywacke 

Site location: Toe of the slope hill. On the ground floor of 
the house of the Wellington Pottery Association, 130 
Grant Rd. In close vicinity of the GeoNet strong motion 
instrument POTS. 

Station code: THLX 

GPS 
Coordinates: 

S 41° 16’ 26.724’’ 

E 174° 46’ 28.718” 

Configuration: Strong motion station 

Bedrock: Colluvium 

Site location:  In the middle of the slope. Several meters 
from a convex break of the slope, at the top of the colluvial 
fan. The station was located approximately 4 m from opened 
tension cracks. 

Station code: THTP 

GPS 
Coordinates: 

S 41° 16’ 25.27‘‘ 

E 174° 45’ 52.49’’ 
Configuration: Weak motion station 

Bedrock: 
Unknown building foundations, underlain by 

Greywacke. Most likely highly weathered. 

Site location: Top of the Te Ahumairangi Hill. In a service 
building belonging to Chorus Limited. The sensor was placed 
between the wall of a server room and a cable trench, on a 
concrete floor covered with linoleum. 

Table F.1: The details of the 3 stations, installed in the Te Ahumairangi 

Hill area. 

 

Figure F.6: Photos of the stations in the 

array. From the top: PTSW, THLX, 

THTP. 



 
Figure F.7: Locations of the seismic stations with respect to the site topography. The blue circles show the locations of 

the seismic stations and their names. The top of the picture is oriented towards geographic north. The North arrow 

indicates magnetic north, towards which the seismic stations were oriented. 

The analysis of the data from this array has revealed three problems.  

The first of them was a high level of seismic noise at the top and reference sites. 

THTP station had constant, although relatively low monochromatic noise from nearby 

servers, and occasional high-amplitude noise caused by periodic testing of a backup diesel 

generator. PTSW station had high level of seismic noise during day hours. This noise had 

multiple sources: car traffic on the nearby road, movement of people within the building and 

operation of various pottery equipment. The high level of noise meant that comparatively 

lower amount of recorded earthquake signals passed the signal-to-noise threshold than in case 

of the other arrays. In addition, PTSW station had frequent gaps in the recorded data when 

the buffer of the recording unit filled up by the high noise. 

The second issue turned out to be lack of GPS signal for THTP and PTSW stations, 

and thus lack of time synchronization. Consequently, the signals from both stations were 

approximately ‘timed’ by: 

1. Merging the data from each ‘recording period’ - time between the 

replacements of the batteries. This process created files of approximately one-

motnh length. 



2. Timing the signals from PTSW and THTP stations by their comparison with 

THLX station, which had full GPS signal and thus accurate timing. The timing 

was undertaken using p-wave arrivals of more distinctive seismic events. 

3. Splitting of the large signal blocks into one-day long Sac files. These smaller 

signal blocks were then used for the extraction of the earthquake signals. 

However, the aforementioned process introduced an error into the data synchronization. The 

cause of this problem was later identified to be the loss of accuracy due to too high number of 

samples within the merged one-month signal blocks. 

 The third problem became apparent when the data from the seismic stations were 

analysed. The SSR from the top station THTP showed anomalous response: constant 

deamplification of all three signal components for the full range of analysed frequencies. 

However, because the SSR were calculated as the ratio between the spectra from THTP 

station and PTSW station, it was not clear whether the problem was caused by 

deamplification at THTP, amplification at PTSW or both. The reason for this anomalous 

response was not clearly identified during this research. 

 As the result of the aforementioned problems, the Te Ahumairangi site was not 

developed into a full case study. However, the observations on this site helped to improve the 

methodology of the instrumentation, used on the remaining sites. 

Firstly, installation of seismic of stations into buildings was abandoned so the 

accurate GPS timing could be guaranteed. Secondly, after the first two weeks of operation of 

each station, the memory card was replaced and checked for the level of seismic noise. In 

case the noise levels were too high, actions were taken in order to mitigate the source of noise 

and if that was not possible, the station was relocated. The mitigation of the seismic noise 

included mostly manual obliteration of the vegetation interfering with the seismic instruments 

using a machete. Although use of chemical and thermal methods (well proven military-grade 

defoliants or petrol-based flammables (Vietnam, 1962)) was also considered at one stage of 

our research, environmental and legal concerns made the use of the mechanical 

disassembling the preferred option. 

 

 



G. Summary 
 

 

G.1. Lines of ‘ridge-parallel’ and ‘ridge-perpendicular’ cross-sections 
 This section shows the lines used for deriving the ‘ridge-parallel’ and ‘ridge-

perpendicular’ topographic profiles, which were then used calculating the topographic 

metrics. In general the lines were created in the directions perpendicular and parallel to the 

elongation of the main ridgeline on which the arrays were installed. In some occasions, the 

lines were diverged to some extent from the ideal direction in order to reflect the local site 

topography. 

 
Lines used for deriving the topographic metrics in the ‘ridge-parallel’ (yellow) and ‘ridge-perpendicular’ (green) 

profiles on the site of Breaker Bay Cliff. 

 



 
Lines used for deriving the topographic metrics in the ‘ridge-parallel’ (yellow) and ‘ridge-perpendicular’ (green) 

profiles on the site of Mitchell Street Ridge. 



 
Lines used for deriving the topographic metrics in the ‘ridge-parallel’ (yellow) and ‘ridge-perpendicular’ (green) 

profiles on the site of Owhiro Bay Quarry. 



 
Lines used for deriving the topographic metrics in the ‘ridge-parallel’ (yellow) and ‘ridge-perpendicular’ (green) 

profiles on the site of Saint Gerard’s Monastery. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



H. General appendixes 
 

 

H.1. Seismic noise analysis 

 As part of pre-processing of our seismic data, three 10 s noise windows were picked 

from each signal in order to characterize the seismic noise and minimise its impact on the 

calculated SSR and HVSR (Section 4.5.1). In this section we present the Fourier Amplitude 

Spectra of all the picked noise windows in order to provide characteristic spectra of the 

seismic noise at different sites.  

For this purpose, the 10 s noise windows were tapered, lengthened by adding zeroes at 

the end of the signal and used for calculating the Fourier Amplitude Spectra. The spectra 

were smoothened using the Konno-Ohmachi smoothing with bandwidth of 100.  

Sections H.1.1–H.1.5 show the spectra of all the analysed seismic noise windows 

individually for each channel of each station.  

 

 

H.1.1. Owhiro Bay Quarry 
 

 
Spectra of the analysed seismic noise windows (grey) and their geometrical mean (black solid line) from OWQB 

station. The left plot shows the results for the component N00, the central plot for the component E00 and the right 

plot for the component Z00. 

 

 



 
Spectra of the analysed seismic noise windows (grey) and their geometrical mean (black solid line) from OWQX 

station. The left plot shows the results for the component N00, the central plot for the component E00 and the right 

plot for the component Z00. 

 

 
Spectra of the analysed seismic noise windows (grey) and their geometrical mean (black solid line) from OWQT 

station. The left plot shows the results for the component N00, the central plot for the component E00 and the right 

plot for the component Z00. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



H.1.2. Breaker Bay Cliff 

 
Spectra of the analysed seismic noise windows (grey) and their geometrical mean (black solid line) from BBCB 

station. The left plot shows the results for the component N00, the central plot for the component E00 and the right 

plot for the component Z00. 

 
Spectra of the analysed seismic noise windows (grey) and their geometrical mean (black solid line) from BBCX 

station. The left plot shows the results for the component N00, the central plot for the component E00 and the right 

plot for the component Z00. 



 
Spectra of the analysed seismic noise windows (grey) and their geometrical mean (black solid line) from BBCT 

station. The left plot shows the results for the component N00, the central plot for the component E00 and the right 

plot for the component Z00. 

 

 

H.1.3. Mitchell Street Ridge 

 
Spectra of the analysed seismic noise windows (grey) and their geometrical mean (black solid line) from MTSB 

station. The left plot shows the results for the component N00, the central plot for the component E00 and the right 

plot for the component Z00. 



 
Spectra of the analysed seismic noise windows (grey) and their geometrical mean (black solid line) from MTSM 

station. The left plot shows the results for the component N00, the central plot for the component E00 and the right 

plot for the component Z00. 

 

 
Spectra of the analysed seismic noise windows (grey) and their geometrical mean (black solid line) from MTSX 

station. The left plot shows the results for the component N00, the central plot for the component E00 and the right 

plot for the component Z00. 

 

 

 

 



H.1.4. Saint Gerard’s Monastery  

 
Spectra of the analysed seismic noise windows (grey) and their geometrical mean (black solid line) from T554 station. 

The left plot shows the results for the component N00, the central plot for the component E00 and the right plot for 

the component Z00. 

 
Spectra of the analysed seismic noise windows (grey) and their geometrical mean (black solid line) from T592 station. 

The left plot shows the results for the component N00, the central plot for the component E00 and the right plot for 

the component Z00. 

 



 
Spectra of the analysed seismic noise windows (grey) and their geometrical mean (black solid line) from T606 station. 

The left plot shows the results for the component N00, the central plot for the component E00 and the right plot for 

the component Z00. 

 

H.1.5. Te Ahumairangi Hill  

 
Spectra of the analysed seismic noise windows (grey) and their geometrical mean (black solid line) from PTSW 

station. The left plot shows the results for the component N00, the central plot for the component E00 and the right 

plot for the component Z00. 



 
Spectra of the analysed seismic noise windows (grey) and their geometrical mean (black solid line) from THLX 

station. The left plot shows the results for the component N00, the central plot for the component E00 and the right 

plot for the component Z00. 

 
Spectra of the analysed seismic noise windows (grey) and their geometrical mean (black solid line) from THTP 

station. The left plot shows the results for the component N00, the central plot for the component E00 and the right 

plot for the component Z00. 
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